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Independent 
Student 
Voice me BG news Cowling Green   Ohio February 10, 1970 Volume 54 Number 60 
By Jim Marino 
Two were let go, two others resigned--but 
four University instructors will leave here in 
June somewhat the worse for wear. 
Some feel they were mistreated and are 
left embittered by their experiences here. 
They feel this University's environment 
stifles their creativity. 
One feels his department is foolishly un- 
compromising in terminating his contract 
when he is only a few months away from 
finishing his doctorate. Had he gotten his Ph- 
I). he would have been retained. 
One feels that, among other things, he's 
being booted out because of his life style-long 
hair, and a refusal to wear suit and tie, and to 
conform. 
They are mad, sad, reflective, 
discouraged, yet they say they'll remain 
educators. But not here. Somewhere else. 
They've drawn to themselves a great deal 
of student attention because of un- 
conventional instructing styles and a rare 
ability to communicate. 
Equally, they've generated faculty in- 
terest and concern. 
The intricacies of each case are complex 
and confusing, as they involve differing 
theories of education and philosophies on 
evaluating an instructor's worth. 
But these men collectively represent what 
may be called the "new generation" of 
college instructors, and this University has 
turned them off. 
Why? 
What are they complaining about, and 
"It's the 
student who's 
getting screwed." 
— Wallh 
DOES BG DESTROY 
GOOD TEACHING? 
what do their superiors feel is the underlying 
problem? 
How much influence does the student voice 
have in a matter such as this? 
Are this University's ways and means of 
recogniiing, attracting, keeping and 
rewarding a good teacher outmoded or ap- 
plied improperly? 
Are, or should, students be forced to sit in 
classrooms with unenlightening professors, 
"book men" from the 19th century? Or, is 
there a happy medium between a liberal and 
a conservative teacher? 
Through a sifting of these teachers' 
reactions and those of their colleagues and 
department heads, it may be seen how this 
University deals with its faculty, and whether 
or not it strives for creativity and inspiration 
in its faculty or merely gives lip service, to 
those qualities. 
How do the department heads regard the 
Ph.D. degree? Is it still, or should it be, 
considered the "Golden Calf" of academe, the 
"union card" of a scholar? Are higher 
education's priorities out of line? 
Is the University policy of "up or out," 
(get the Ph.D., or else! appropriate, con- 
sidering today's educational necessities? 
Because these questions strike to the core 
of today's education, the cases of these men 
are significant. 
DON WAl.l.ls, instructor. School of 
Journalism. Resigned, effective June. 1970. 
B.A., 1964, Washington and Lee Univer- 
sity. 
M.A., 1966, Bowling Green State 
University. 
M.F.A.. 1969 bowling Green Stale 
University. 
Came to Bowling Green, 1966. 
"I would have been asked to leave if I 
hadn't resigned. My real interest is in 
teaching creative writing, anyhow. 
"But, I can't tolerate this department's 
teaching environment. I don't want to be 
expected to attend professional conferences, 
make speeches and publish articles. That, 
among other things, is a bunch of bullshit." 
School of Journalism Director, Dr. Joseph 
A. Del Porto sees it differently. 
"I want a faculty member who stays 
abreast of the breaking events in his field. I 
think this can be accomplished by attending 
professional meetings, conducting journalism 
high-school workshops here, and taking part 
in Sigma Delta Chi meetings and other func- 
tions." 
Says  Wallis,  "I'm not the sound,  con- 
"Rapport with students 
is only one out of, 
say, nine or ten 
aspects to good 
teaching." 
— Del Porto 
servative 'yes man,' who can get ahead by 
kissing ass and going to those extra meetings 
in a field I have little interest in. I know I 
can't, and don't want to, contribute to them." 
Wallis maintains he is a good teacher. 
"I've got a hundred student evaluation 
forms that say so. All of them say the jour- 
nalism course I teach is the best-taught one 
they've taken, and, with two exceptions, the 
students feel I've been an inspiring in- 
structor." 
Dr. Del Porto said he sees no merit in such 
a student evaluation, 
"It would be much more telling for the 
evaluations to come four or five years after 
the student has been graduated, so he can see 
which instructor prepared him the best and 
taught him the most." he contends 
Wallis says he wanted to "do something" 
with his '.-lasses he wanted to inspire them to 
learn, and. because he felt his students cared 
too much about a grade, he tried something 
unconventional. 
He gave everybody A's. 
"I was called on the carpet for it. both by 
Dr. Del Porto and somebody at the Ad- 
ministration Building. But grades are absurd. 
My mind hasn't changed." 
The main point, Wallis says, is that "it's 
the student who's getting screwed. Nobody's 
listening to his desires." The student isn't 
getting the kind of professor he wants, Wallis 
feels. 
He has his Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.I 
degree, and is happy to leave. 
"I'll head to either Denver or San Fran- 
cisco and wash cars for awhile," he said. 
"Then, I'll find a job with an F.nglish 
department somewhere. I just can't work 
here. These aren't my kind of people." 
"There are too many instructors in the 
market for hire now," said Wallis. "English 
departments are shut tight." 
Still, Wallis says he's determined to stay 
an educator and will leave behind many 
students who feel he's tops. 
Noted for spending a great deal of time in 
the Union with students, most of them not in 
journalism, Wallis prefers to talk informally 
with them over lunch and discuss topical 
events, music and society. 
He has professional journalism ex- 
perience with time on a national press wire 
service and, his students say, "he knows his 
stuff." He strives, they add, to make his 
courses relevant and current. 
Dr. Del Porto sees the role of a "good" 
instructor as being much more than student 
popularity. 
"Rapport with students is only one out of, 
say, nine or ten aspects of good teaching. 
"Good teaching also means being a con- 
tributor to the faculty; being a specialist in a 
field and contributing to that field; having 
defined office hours where an advisee can 
reach him for academic or professional ad- 
vice." 
Dr. Del Porto says he hires a faculty 
member with an idea of departmental 
balance in mind. 
With an eight-man department, he'd like to 
have four Ph.D.'s, with in-the-field ex- 
perience, and four younger men to instruct 
and who strive toward that Ph.D. 
"It's undeniable. The Ph.D is the mark of 
excellence, competence and accomplishment 
in an academic environment. 
"That degree is a necessity for teaching 
graduate courses, and is a sign that the holder 
has taken a number of theory courses and can 
apply the theory to practice in class." Dr. Del 
Porto said. 
He gave an example of a former fellow 
faculty member on the staff of the School of 
Communications at Boston University. 
"This man was a real hard-nose He'd rub 
the students' noses in the subject matter. 
They'd walk away hating the sob., but they 
learned the course. 
"And. interestingly enough, when 
evaluation forms came back, this man was 
rated the highest in the School." 
Dr. Del Porto sees the instructor's role in 
other ways. too. 
"He has to be looked at in different terms 
by the college dean, the administration, and 
the community," he said. 
When reviewing an instructor's ac- 
complishments over a year. Dr Del Porto 
explained, if the instructor showed interest in 
community affairs, was on a city committee, 
or the like, it. too. would go far with the 
chairman toward a raise or a possible 
promotion. 
ROBERT C. GAI.BREATH. instructor, 
Department of History. Contract terminated, 
effective June. 1970. 
Phi Beta Kappa. 1960. 
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship. 1960 
B.A. 1960. University of Michigan. 
M.A., 1961, Harvard. 
1961-65, instructing. Also continuing Ph.D. 
work through University of Michigan. 
Came to Bowling Green. 1965. 
(Turn to page 4| 
". . .this shows 
a lack of faith 
in proper intellectual 
attitude here. . ." 
— Galbreath 
SHOULD STUDENTS have a voice in evaluating faculty? Some of Bowling Groan's department heads don't think so. Nowt photo by John Jockoon 
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eDITGRiaLS 
action- -now 
Today's in-depth account ot why four popular faculty 
members are leaving say many things which should have 
been said here long ago. 
Without going into the individual merits of any of tne 
cases, some of which are overwhelmingly complex, it can 
still be seen that this University has a misplaced sense of 
emphasis on the things it believes constitute a good 
teacher. 
It is inherent in the comments of the department heads 
interviewed that striving toward a Ph.D. degree is the 
"Golden Calf" of academe, which it should not be. 
An instructor should be a man who inspires, interests 
and makes relevent his course to students. And hang 
his degree. 
With the four men we have given space to, it seems 
rather obvious to us that they do qualify as good  in- 
our man Hoppe 
structors. 
And, we're letting them go. 
What also appears obvious is that some departments 
apply the University policies (some written, others merely 
"understood"policies) of "up or out" "publish or perish" 
and "research above teaching" as hammers over an In- 
structor's head. 
They are policies convenient to use whenever an In- 
structor's unconventional styles are not to the liking of his 
department. 
So what if the student is learning from such a man? 
That is irrelevent, some say. The student doesn't know 
enough to judge. The emphasis is on the degree and the 
research the man does. 
That's a lot of rubbish. 
If the student doesn't pick up any of that talent from 
the scholarly faculty member, what difference does it all 
make? 
We'd like to make a few firm recommendations for our 
University to consider. 
Instructors, who through five years of teaching here 
have proven their value to the student body-not their 
departmental colleagues-should be given tenure, whether 
or not they've got the Initials after their names. 
The policy of 'up or out'should be abolished. 
'Publish or perish' must have a secondary emphasis in 
our education system, or we'll  lose more  Galbreaths, 
Maroukises, Genoveses and Wallises. 
Research should be a consideration low In priority to a 
man's teaching capabilities. 
BGSU as a state university, has as its first respon- 
sibility teaching. That's what the taxpayers expect, and 
what the students should get. A faculty member's worth 
should not be measured in the quantity of articles 
published, the number of social events and conventions 
attended, or the number of speeches given at these 
generally useless conventions. 
In a University that should be committed to un- 
dergraduate teaching, the quality of instruction should be 
the paramount factor In determining a faculty member's 
worth. 
All too often, the good teachers leave because of a lack 
of credentials (not knowledge), while the poor ones gain 
tenure through the possession of a degree and hang on 
forever. 
The question is how much longer are we going to allow 
these largely irrelevant criteria govern the quantity, 
quality and methods of good teaching which this 
University wants, needs and can put to use. 
If we allow this matter to drop, as have so many others 
In the past several years, this, more than anything else, 
will assure us all that our University will never change. 
Never. 
Disneyland at the capital 
;KK«K<Mr. 
MR. FUL1RIGHT. WE THOUGHT YOU'D FORGOTTEN HOW!' 
LWHLB 
By Arthur Hoppe 
National Columnist 
The disclosure that the White House 
had been leased to Walt Disney 
Productions caused little surprise among 
those who had been closely following 
recent developments in Washington. 
The first hint, of course, was the new 
uniforms for the White House security 
force. While some said the guards now 
looked like Gilbert & Sullivan tenors and 
others compared them to drum 
majorettes, the costumes were obviously 
pure Disneyland. 
A few days later, Mr. and Mrs. Nixon 
launched the first of a series of 
"Evenings of Entertainment at the White 
House " The star was neither Pablo 
Casals nor lronarc] Bernstein, but that 
popular comedian. Red Skelton, who 
wowed the audience with innocuous jokes 
and sentimental skits. 
The following week,when a refresh- 
ment stand was opened for tourists in the 
East Koom, the secret could no longer be 
kept. 
Mr. Nixon, himself, made the 
disclosure when asked point-blank about 
the rumors at his next press conference. 
"Let me say this about that," said the 
President, frowning sincerely into the 
televisioncamera "I plan to save your tax 
dollars no matter how unpopular such a 
program may be in certain quarters. I 
think this is my duty. And this lease is the 
first step toward putting our cherished 
American government on a paying 
basis." 
Terms of the lease were not disclosed. 
A spokesman for Disney Productions 
denied reports that the name of the White 
House would be changed to "Disneyland 
East." 
He said it would be called 
"Historyland." It would be operated, he 
said, in a "dignified, wholesome manner 
in keeping with its historic significan- 
ce.'"Only a modest revolving neon sign 
will be erected atop the cupola to attract 
tourists. 
The spokesman said a study showed 
that the present flow of tourists through 
the White House could be quadrupled 
"with proper management, imaginative 
attractions and more adequate 
facilities." 
Most of the present Nixon staff will be 
retained, he said, except for those 
security guards who cannot sing. He said 
the younger Presidential aides, all of 
whom wear blue blazers, white shirts, 
striped ties, crew cuts and sincere 
smiles, would make excellent tourist 
guides in the "finest traditions of 
Disneyland." 
Mr. Nixon will be represented by an 
animated wax figure in the Oval Room. It 
will rise to greet each tourist with the 
words, "Hi, there, my fellow Americans, 
welcome to our home. It is your home, 
too. Pat and I love it here." A wax figure 
of Mrs. Nixon, smiling sincerely, will 
stand alongside. It will not be animated. 
news 
Lerrers 
should appeal parking fines 
Two weeks ago the Student Traffic Court levied a fine of $120 against a 
student charged with eight non-registration tickets. It costs $ 15 to register a car 
to park on University property while it costs 125 for a non-registration ticket. 
Therefore, should a student decide to register his car after receiving a non- 
registration ticket the cost is $40. 
In the case mentioned, court accepted the student's mitigation plea and 
generously lowered the fine from $200 to $120 on the basis of a previously 
established precedent. How generous? 
I ast week, court, in another unanimous decision, handed down a fine of $219 
against a student charged will eight non-registration tickets and six parking 
violations. 
Although the court was aware that the student was working full-time to 
finance his education and simply couldn't afford the registration fee, they 
rejected his lack of funds as mitigation and charged him full fine. 
This type of insensitive judgement which relies on precedent is serving a 
wholly punitive rather than corrective end. These recent decisions have 
lessened my opinion of Traffic Court to a level of contempt. 
If Traffic Court is to serve as an agent of the University in prescribing flnes.it 
should see that the University is given fair amount, that which it Is entitled to, 
rather than the excessive amounts court freely assigns. 
In the case of non-registration, the fine should be $18, ($15 of which registers 
the car plus a $3 penalty for non-registration). 
Multiple non-registration tickets would be inconceivable as the student's 
payment of the $15 fine would serve to register the car. 
Until legislation to this effect is adopted, students should appeal excessive 
fines. If such legislation is not enacted, students should refuse to pay these 
fines. 
Michael J. Ward 
149Compton 
never-ending quest for apathy 
Once again the flawless logic of B.G.'s student be iy has beat the problem at 
hand and has found the cause behind it. Of course, I'm assuming that Brian 
Steffens represents the "silent majority" on campus but because of their 
silence, who the hell knows? 
This particular problem involved our state legislature and their tour of the 
campus in the interest of public improvements and inspection. 
From here Mr. Steffens assumes that, properly enlightened Into our campus 
needs, the committee would then hurry back to Columbus to enact legislation 
thatwould assure us of complete financial backing in the cause of progressive 
education. You wish! 
Regardless of how many crumbling buildings, crowded parking lots, 
"devastated" stadiums, or broken elevators President Jerome wished to point 
out on his tour, the sad fact remains that each and every member of that 
committee will leave Bowling Green allowing himself to remember only what 
he wanted to see. 
Upon seeing his column in print and satisfied that the "majority" knows who 
Is at fault, I'll bet Mr. Steffens will continue to pay his increasing student feet, 
continue to fight for a parking space on campus, and continue to battle new 
problems. 
Some might call it a failure to face reality. I see it as applied rationalization 
in the never ending quest for apathy. 
BUI Deal 
301 Anderson 
(The Nixons will henceforth 
divide their time between their summer 
White House in San Clemente and their 
winter White House in Key Biscayne.l 
Other attractions will include a ride in 
a Presidential golf cart, an hourly parade 
by the Marine Band and an "Anti- 
Inflation Game," which consists of 
throwing darts at a balloon while blind- 
folded. 
If the project proves successful, 
Disney Productions hopes to expand 
Historyland by converting the 
Washington monument into a simulated 
rocket ride, the Pentagon into a Mystic 
Maze, and Congress into a sound and 
light show. 
"At last we have a President who 
recognizes our Nation's capital for what 
it is," said the Disney spokesman en- 
thusiastically, "a tourist attraction with 
great potential." 
opinion 
might as  well everything 
By Brian Steffens 
Student Column 
The "anti's" are at it again. This time 
around ROTC is under attack. Then 
again, the attack on ROTC is probably 
another way at striking out against the 
Vietnam war and the attackers probably 
don't really give a damn one way or the 
other about ROTC. 
Even though I don't like ROTC. the 
Vietnam war, or the military and even 
though I am not in ROTC, I feel ROTC is 
currently receiving the brunt of a very 
superficial critique. 
The arguments against ROTC in- 
variably deteriorate to two vague points- 
ROTC teaches men to kill (resultant of a 
dislike of the regular military and the 
Vietnam war, not really a specific aim at 
ROTC) and ROTC should not receive 
academic credit because it is not an 
academic course. 
Dealing with point a, couldn't it be 
Just as easily said that ROTC teaches 
men to defend? I also fail to see where 
ROTC teaches men to KILL. Sure, ROTC 
cadets play around with rifles. 
I understand they don't have firing 
pins and I haven't seen cadets firing 
actual bullets, launching missies, or 
driving tanks yet. I really do think that 
it's the regular army that gives men the 
knowhow, training, and ability to kill, not 
ROTC. 
I even went so far as to observe ROTC 
hand-to-hand combat training. I didn't 
see any instructor show the cadets how to 
snap necks, gouge eyes, break backs, or 
knife anybody. 
The most dangerous thing the 
"vicious" Special Forces cadets were 
shown how to throw a few punches, 
block a few punches, throw a guy off his 
feet.and render the man defenseless-not 
dead, maimed or crippled. 
Paradoxically, I see no demonstration 
or protest against the University karate 
club. The karate club does teach its 
students the capabilities to kUl.maim, or 
cripple. 
And even the anti ROTC people have 
been known to start a couple of "free 
university" courses in other parts of the 
country showing how to make molotov 
cocktails and other explosives. Those 
things can kill a lot more efficiently than 
a punch in the stomach. As a matter of 
fact, a kid at Berkeley was killed last 
year by one of those homemade bombs. 
Just exactly who is teaching whom to kill 
whom? 
On to academic credit. Apparently 
ROTC critics feel that military science is 
not academic enough. Why not? There Is 
plenty of classroom instruction, plenty of 
abstract theories, a well-stocked library, 
reading assignments, book reports, 
movies, guest lecturers, mathematical 
problems to work out, and  practical 
applications. 
Actually, that's more than I get in any 
of my so-called "academic" courses. I 
usually end up with a dull lecturer. 
Then there is a dispute on whether the 
teachers of ROTC are qualified in- 
structors and capable of dealing out an 
education worthy of adademic credit. 
I would say that a lot of those military 
science teachers know more about their 
subject matter than quite a few 
professors know about theirs. Sure, some 
professors have a Ph.D. and have studied 
for years in the U.S. and abroad. 
Have those professors ever con- 
sidered that ROTC instructors are 
usually career men who have studied 
military science for many years, both 
here and abroad? Probably not. 
Then there are the hairpickers who 
think ROTC instructors should have a 
Ph.D. before ROTC courses should be 
given academic credit. Well, if the 
teacher has to have a Ph.D or even a 
M.A., before academic credit is given, I 
would never graduate from BGSU. 
At least half of my classes have been 
taught by graduate assistants who 
haven't gotten their MA. or Ph.D. and 
haven't had as much experience in their 
field of study as ROTC instructors have. 
Furthermore, there are a few con- 
siderations that should be lent to ROTC 
before it is unilaterally condemned. 
Anti ROTCites almost unilaterally 
dislike the notion of a professional or 
mercenary army. Most anti ROTCites 
also dislike the idea of the Selective 
Slavery System. Most anti ROTCites who 
are realists also realize that an army, at 
least a small one, is necessary in this 
troubled world, at least in this immediate 
span of tune. 
Thus, the only solution to satisfy these 
people is a i civilian oriented army. If the 
draft is ever abolished, where are the 
civilians going to come from if not from 
ROTC? 
If the draft is not done away with, 
where are those men who do not agree 
with the Selective Slavery System and do 
not agree with running scared to Canada 
going to be able to go except ROTC? 
The anti ROTCites say they care 
about their brothers, yet they would 
rather see their brother run to Canada 
instead of fight for his rights or get 
drafted into an unfair system and maybe 
get himself killed instead of taking 
ROTC, the alternative that might keep 
him from getting killed, will earn him 
better pay while he suffers through the 
military fiasco, and does not disgrace 
him for turning tail. 
On the other hand, working toward the 
abolishment of the draft or for a volun- 
teer military might have some purpose to 
it. Impossible? Not really. 
Sure, maybe you think the system 
won't change-or at least you think you 
don't want to work in the system to 
change it (i.e. support Goldwater and 
Hatfield's senate bill for a volunteer 
army, work in poliucalcampa ignswhose 
candidate will work toward these goals) 
but it would accomplish more than taking 
an extendedlifetime vacation outside the 
U.S. Don't run away-stick around and 
help your brothers like you say you want 
to. 
Thus, if you want to abolish ROTC (or 
at least withdraw academic credit), I 
suggest that you be fair about it and also 
do likewise with the College of Business 
Administration, all freshman courses 
taught by grad students, vocational 
studies, and the karate club (maybe the 
wrestling team and student rifle team 
and the faculty rifle team, too.) 
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Eleven firms face pollution charge 
a ^jm CHICAGO (AP) - The federal government charged 
11 companies yesterday with 
polluting waters in the 
Chicago area. The complaints, 
filed by the Justice Depart- 
ment, marked the first major 
antipollution action by the 
Nixon administration and 
resulted from investigation by 
the Army Corps of Engineers. 
Atty. Gen. John N.Mitchell 
announced the action in 
Washington and said also that 
the federal grand Jury will 
investigate the deposit of solid 
waste materials In the 
Calumet River and Lake 
Michigan. 
This also will mark the first 
time such a panel his been 
ordered to investigate cases of 
mass pollution. 
The charges. Mitchell said, 
were filed under an 1899 
statute which forbids the 
dumping of refuse into 
navigable waters. Conviction 
on the misdemeanor charge 
carries a maximum fine of 
$2,500 and one-year im- 
prisonment for each offense. 
The companies charged 
are: General American 
Transportation Corp.; In- 
ternational Harvester Co.; 
Lake River Terminals, Inc.; 
Chicago National Sheet Metai 
Works, Inc.; Excelsior Truck 
Leasing Co.; Olinkraft. Inc.; 
Pure Oil Co.; Smith Oil and 
Refining Co.; Olin Corp.; 
Penn Central Railroad; 
Procter and Gamble Co. 
The BG News 
SOCKS IT TO 
ov 
Officer gives origin 
for Calley charges 
CAMPAIGNING TO REDUCE POLLUTION, PmUhnl wS^Wh'mT^ 
Chicago suburban town of Schaumberg where well wishers express their 
feelings with a sign, "Sewage 10 cents a glass." 
FT. BENNING. Ga. (AP) - 
The chief legal officer for this 
infantry center testified 
yesterday that information 
leading to murder charges 
against Lt. William L. Calley 
Jr. came from higher 
headquarters in Washington. 
Col. Robert M. Lathrop told 
a pretrial hearing on defense 
motions that a sworn 
statement pertaining to the 
case was forwarded to him by 
the Army inspector general's 
office. 
However, Lathrop said he 
never received any in- 
structions in preparing 
charges against Calley. 
Council is students' ~ Thatch 
Student Body President 
Greg Thatch has indicated 
that unless the proposed 
Student Affairs Council is 
included within the 
framework of the Student 
Body, he will refuse to 
cooperate in establishing it. 
Proposed by Dr. James G. 
Bond, vice president of 
student affairs, <he council's 
purpose is to develop 
programs within the student 
affairs area. 
It would function similarly 
to Academic Council. 
Dr. Bond has expressed a 
desire to set up the council in 
the Office of the President, 
fearing it may otherwise 
become "involved in political 
power groups on campus." 
Remarking that the council 
really has no specified place 
anywhere in the University, 
Thatch insisted it should be 
under the Student Body 
Constitution. 
"If we don't have it in the 
constitution," he said at last 
Thursday's informal Student 
Council meeting, "it will have 
nothing substantial to'hold on 
Police arrest 7 after fight 
puts  student in hospital 
One student was injured 
and seven others arrested 
early Monday after a 
snowball-throwing fight broke 
into scattered assaults and 
vandalism. 
Scores of windows were 
broken in Conklin Hall and 
New Fraternity Row. 
The injured student, Roger 
Klinect, junior (Ed.) received 
a possible broken nose, and 
cuts and bruises when, he 
alleges, he was tackled, 
kicked and beaten by two 
students. 
He was admitted to the 
University Health Center. 
Police reported the in- 
cidents were spurred by a 
snowball fight which began 
between Conklin residents and 
fraternity men. 
The snowball  fight  ap- 
parently turned violent after 
the reported attack on Klinect, 
and caused some Conklin 
residents to arm themselves 
with baseball bats and clubs. 
Klinect, while being helped 
into a car to be taken to the 
hospital, reportedly was at- 
tacked again by snowball- 
throwing students. 
Those arrested and 
charged with disorderly 
conduct, according to police, 
were: 
John E. Zupan, Sophomore 
(LA), Frank M. Felice, fresh- 
man (Ed), William Fruth, 
freshman (BA), Richard 
Tyminski, sophomore (BA), 
Steven Turner, Junior (Ed), 
David Witker, sophomore 
(BA). and David Hock, 
sophomore (LA). 
to." 
"If it is not included within 
the framework of the con- 
stitution," he added,"I will not 
serve on it, and I will not 
appoint any students to serve 
on it." 
In an informal vote, 
Council unanimously backed 
Thatch's position. 
Members also passed a bill 
concerning the April 22 en- 
vironmental teach-in. 
The bill provided that 
special emphasis be placed 
upon the problems as well as 
possibilities of the en- 
vironment. The momentum 
gained by the teach-in is to be 
supported on a continuing 
basis. 
In addition, the bill 
authorizes the president to 
form an environmental teach- 
in committee and urges all 
possible means be used to gain 
University-wide support for 
the event. 
Why Do 
You Have 
A Poor 
Memory? 
A noted publisher In 
Chicago reports there is 
a simple technique for 
acquiring a powerful 
memory. 
To acquaint 
the readers of this paper 
with the easy-to-follow 
rules for developing 
skill in remembering 
anything you choose to 
remember, the 
publishers have printed 
full details of their self- 
training method in a 
new booklet, "Ad- 
ventures in Memory," 
which will be mailed 
froo to anyone who 
requests it. NO 
OBLIGATION. Send 
your name, address, 
aid zip code to: 
Memory Studies. 835 
Dhrersey Pkwy., Dept 
 Chicago, 
m. •Nit. A postcard 
will do. 
Coy. 
Even bathing every day 
can*t stop it. 
Feminine odor sum inter- 
nally, and no amount of bath- 
ing can remove it. Soap and 
water simply can't reach the 
area where the odor Starrs. 
That's the reason you need 
Norforms'. .. the second deodor- 
ant.- These tiny internal sup- 
positories kill germs—stop odor 
effectively yet safely. In fact .gen- 
tle, doctor-tested Norforms are 
so safe and easy to use, you can 
use them as often as necessary. 
No bath or shower can give 
you Norforms' protection. Get 
Norforms. and you'll feel se- 
cure and odorfree for hours. 
The second deodorant. 
v.u"*g Co.. IV|«   Oi ■5 k NY. mn. IE-KIEU-H, 
*or miihnc handbna) 
!>>n*i fun.' I„.I up <trJ, 
I J 
When you care enough to send the very best 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
Saturday, February 14 
lox*. Cudy Stationery 
lillroNs Glasswar. 
Stiffed A.i.ali       Mifs 
ColvfM 
I.6.S.U. aid VilotiM J.w.lry 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
Calley, 26. is charged with 
murdering 102 Vietnamese 
civilians at My 1.11 March 16, 
1968. 
lathrop was called as a 
witness on a defense motion 
which alleges that command 
influence was brought to bear 
in the decision to try Calley on 
the charges. 
Lathrop said he discussed 
the case with the Judge Ad- 
vocate deneral's office in 
Washington and was told "do 
nothing until you hear from 
us." He added that he later 
was told the case was "all 
yours". 
"I went to the office of the 
Judge Advocate General in 
Washington for assistance in 
drafting specifications, and 
those specifications were sent 
to the student brigade in the 
event they saw fit to press 
charges,"  lathrop  testified. 
Calley was assigned to the 
student brigade at Ft. Benning 
at the time. 
Calley was charged the day 
before his scheduled release 
from the Army Sept. 5, 1969. 
Latimer contends the 
Army has no Jurisdiction OVQTI 
the Miami, Ha. native 
because he is being held on 
active duty past his release 
date. 
February 16 Is The Final Day To Pay Your 
Room And Board Bills. March 16 Is The 
Final Day To Pay All Other Fees. 
REMEMBER You Can Bank Americard 
Thorn All! 
Vou can obtain the forms for 
using your BankAmrricard at 
the     bursar's   office. 
If   you    don't 
have a BankAmrricard. you 
can  apply   for  one   at   the 
bursar's office, too. 
The Bank of 
Wood County Company 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
1616 E. Wooster Street 
in the New Stadium Plaza 
TWO FREE COKES 
WITH ANY SIZE 
PIZZA TONIGHT! 
TUES. FEBRUARY 10 
For     free delivery 
can   352-5221 
The New Spirit   brings together   26   uncommon talents on two o«C'tinq 
albums-one pop one Angei    MCh ^t B IptCial preview price 
The New Spmi is Joe South 
is Steve Miner 
isPmk Floyd 
is The Sons ■sJ.icqueuneduPre 
isChfistopnrr P.Kkpnmq 
i$ Lonn Hollander 
■sSeijiO/jwa 
to name a lew 
The New Spirit-launching the music ot Ihe Seventies-on Capitol or 
Angel-or both 
In,   * II ..*»!?   V*\l- 
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eDITGRiaLS 
action- -now 
Today's in-depth account of why four popular faculty 
members are leaving say many things which should have 
been said here long ago. 
Without going into the individual merits of any of me 
cases, some of which are overwhelmingly complex, it can 
still be seen that this University has a misplaced sense of 
emphasis on the things it believes constitute a good 
teacher. 
It is inherent in the comments of the department heads 
interviewed that striving toward a Ph.D. degree is the 
"Golden Calf" of academe, which it should not be. 
An instructor should be a man who inspires, interests 
and makes relevent his course to students. And hang 
his degree. 
With the four men we have given space to, it seems 
rather obvious to us that they do qualify as good  In- 
our man Hoppe 
structors. 
And, we're letting them go. 
What also appears obvious is that some departments 
apply the University policies (some written, others merely 
"understood"pollcies) of "up or out" "publish or perish" 
and "research above teaching" as hammers over an In- 
structor's head. 
They are policies convenient to use whenever an In- 
structor's unconventional styles are not to the liking of his 
department. 
So what if the student is learning from such a man? 
That is irrelevent, some say. The student doesn't know 
enough to judge. The emphasis is on the degree and the 
research the man does. 
That's a lot of rubbish. 
If the student doesn't pick up any of that talent from 
the scholarly faculty member, what difference does it all 
make? 
We'd like to make a few firm recommendations for our 
University to consider. 
Instructors, who through five years of teaching here 
have proven their value to the student body-not their 
departmental colleagues-should be given tenure, whether 
or not they've got the initials after their names. 
The policy of 'up or out' should be abolished. 
'Publish or perish' must have a secondary emphasis In 
our education system, or we'll lose more Galbreaths, 
MR. FULBRIOHT. 
Disneyland at the capital 
AAarouklses, Genoveses and Wallises. 
Research should be a consideration low in priority to a 
man's teaching capabilities. 
BGSU as a state university, has as its first respon- 
sibility teaching. That's what the taxpayers expect, and 
what the students should get. A faculty member's worth 
should not be measured in the quantity of articles 
published, the number of social events and conventions 
attended, or the number of speeches given at these 
generally useless conventions. 
In a University that should be committed to un- 
dergraduate teaching, the quality of instruction should be 
the paramount factor in determining a faculty member's 
worth. 
All too often, the good teachers leave because of a lack 
of credentials (not knowledge), while the poor ones gain 
tenure through the possession of a degree and hang on 
forever. 
The question is how much longer are we going to allow 
these largely irrelevant criteria govern the quantity, 
quality and methods of good teaching which this 
University wants, needs and can put to use. 
If we allow this matter to drop, as have so many others 
in the past several years, this, more than anything else, 
will assure us all that our University will never change. 
Never. 
WE THOUGHT YOU'D FORGOTTEN HOW!' 
f K)!DT». 
By Arthur Hoppe 
National Columnist 
The disclosure that the White House 
had been leased to Walt Disney 
Productions caused little surprise among 
those who had been closely following 
recent developments in Washington. 
The first hint, of course, was the new 
uniforms for the White House security 
force. While some said the guardsnow 
looked like Gilbert & Sullivan tenors and 
others compared them to drum 
majorettes, the costumes were obviously 
pure Disneyland. 
A few days later, Mr. and Mrs. Nixon 
launched the first of a series of 
"Evenings of Entertainment at the White 
House.'" The star was neither Pablo 
Casals nor l*onard Bernstein, but that 
popular comedian, Hed Skelton, who 
wowed the audience with innocuous jokes 
and sentimental skits. 
The following week,when a refresh- 
ment st.ii HI was opened for tourists in the 
East Room, the secret could no longer be 
kept. 
Mr. Nixon, himself, made the 
disclosure when asked point-blank about 
the rumors at his next press conference. 
"Lei me say this about that," said the 
President, frowning sincerely into the 
televisioncamera "I plan to save your tax 
dollars no matter how unpopular such a 
program may be in certain quarters. I 
think this is my duty. And this lease is the 
first step toward putting our cherished 
American government on a paying 
basis." 
Terms of the lease were not disclosed. 
A spokesman for Disney Productions 
denied reports that the name of the White 
House would be changed to "Disneyland 
East." 
He said it would be called 
"Historyland." It would be operated, he 
said, in a "dignified, wholesome manner 
in keeping with its historic significan- 
ce.'"Only a modest revolving neon sign 
will be erected atop the cupola to attract 
tourists. 
The spokesman said a study showed 
that the present flow of tourists through 
the White House could be quadrupled 
"with proper management, imaginative 
attractions and more adequate 
facilities." 
Most of the present Nixon staff will be 
retained, he said, except for those 
security guards who cannot sing. He said 
the younger Presidential aides, all of 
whom wear blue blazers, white shirts, 
striped ties, crew cuts and sincere 
smiles, would make excellent tourist 
guides in the "finest traditions of 
Disneyland." 
Mr. Nixon will be represented by an 
animated wax figure In the Oval Room. It 
will rise to greet each tourist with the 
words, "Hi, there, my fellow Americans, 
welcome to our home. It is your home, 
too. Pat and I love it here." A wax figure 
of Mrs. Nixon, smiling sincerely, will 
stand alongside. It will not be animated. 
news 
Lerrers 
should appeal parking fines 
Two weeks ago the Student Traffic Court levied a fine of f 120 against a 
student charged with eight non-registration tickets. It costs $15 to register a car 
to park on University property while it costs $25 for a non-registration ticket. 
Therefore, should a student decide to register his car after receiving a non- 
registration ticket the cost is $40. 
In the case mentioned, court accepted the student's mitigation plea and 
generously lowered the fine from $200 to $120 on the basis of a previously 
established precedent. How generous? 
I «tst week, court, in another unanimous decision, handed down a fine of $219 
against a student charged with eight non-registration tickets and six parking 
violations. 
Although the court was aware that the student was working full-time to 
finance his education and simply couldn't afford the registration fee, they 
rejected his lack of funds as mitigation and charged him full fine. 
This type of insensitive Judgement which relies on precedent is serving a 
wholly punitive rather than corrective end. These recent decisions have 
lessened my opinion of Traffic Court to a level of contempt. 
If Traffic Court is to serve as an agent of the University in prescribing fines.it 
should see that the University is given fair amount, that which it is entitled to, 
rather than the excessive amounts court freely assigns. 
In the case of non-registration, the fine should be $18, ($15 of which registers 
the car plus a $3 penalty for non-registration). 
Multiple non-registration tickets would be inconceivable as the student's 
payment of the $15 fine would serve to register the car. 
Until legislation to this effect is adopted, students should appeal excessive 
fines. If such legislation is not enacted, students should refuse to pay these 
fines. 
Michael J. Ward 
H9Compton 
never-ending quest for apathy 
Once again the flawless logic of B.G.'s student bciy has beatthe problem at 
hand and has found the cause behind it. Of course, I'm assuming that Brian 
Steffens represents the "silent majority" on campus but because of their 
silence, who the hell knows? 
This particular problem involved our state legislature and their tour of the 
campus in the interest of public improvements and inspection. 
From here Mr. Steffens assumes that, properly enlightened into our campus 
needs, the committee would then hurry back to Columbus to enact legislation 
thatwould assure us of complete financial backing in the cause of progressive 
education. You wish! 
Regardless of how many crumbling buildings, crowded parking lots, 
"devastated" stadiums, or broken elevators President Jerome wished to point 
out on his tour, the sad fact remains that each and every member of that 
committee will leave Bowling Green allowing himself to remember only what 
he wanted to see. 
Upon seeing his column in print and satisfied that the "majority" knows who 
is at fault, I'll bet Mr. Steffens will continue to pay his increasing student fees, 
continue to fight for a parking space on campus, and continue to battle new 
problems. 
Some might call it a failure to face reality. I see it as applied rationalization 
in the never ending quest for apathy. 
Bill Deal 
308 Anderson 
(The Nixons will henceforth 
divide their time between their summer 
White House in San Clemente and their 
winter White House in Key Biscayne.) 
Other attractions will include a ride in 
a Presidential golf cart, an hourly parade 
by the Marine Band and an "Anti- 
Inflation Game," which consists of 
throwing darts at a balloon while blind- 
folded. 
If the project proves successful, 
Disney Productions hopes to expand 
Historyland by converting the 
Washington monument into a simulated 
rocket ride, the Pentagon into a Mystic 
Maze, and Congress into a sound and 
light show. 
"At last we have a President who 
recognizes our Nation's capital for what 
it is," said the Disney spokesman en- 
thusiastically, "a tourist attraction with 
great potential." 
AHPKWOW 
THAT WHIP , 
^WV 
opinion 
might as   well abolish everything 
By Brian Steffens 
Student Column 
The "anti's" are at it again. This time 
around ROTC is under attack. Then 
again, the attack on ROTC is probably 
another way at striking out against the 
Vietnam war and the attackers probably 
don't really give a damn one way or the 
other about ROTC. 
Even though I don't like ROTC, the 
Vietnam war, or the military and even 
though I am not in ROTC, I feel ROTC is 
currently receiving the brunt of a very 
superficial critique. 
The arguments against ROTC in- 
variably deteriorate to two vague points- 
ROTC teaches men to kill I resultant of a 
dislike of the regular military and the 
Vietnam war, not really a specific aim at 
ROTC) and ROTC should not receive 
academic credit because it is not an 
academic course. 
Dealing with point a, couldn't it be 
Just as easily said that ROTC teaches 
men to defend? I also fail to see where 
ROTC teaches men to KILL. Sure, ROTC 
cadets play around with rifles. 
I understand they don't have firing 
pins and I haven't seen cadets tiring 
actual bullets, launching missies, or 
driving tanks yet. I really do think that 
it's the regular army that gives men the 
know how, training, and ability to kill, not 
ROTC. 
I even went so far as to observe ROTC 
hand-to-hand combat training. 1 didn't 
see any instructor show the cadets how to 
snap necks, gouge eyes, break backs, or 
knife anybody. 
The most dangerous thing the 
"vicious" Special Forces cadets were 
shown how to throw a few punches, 
block a few punches, throw a guy off his 
feet.and render the man defenseless-not 
dead, maimed or crippled. 
Paradoxically, I see no demonstration 
or protest against the University karate 
club. The karate club does teach its 
students the capabilities to kill.malm, or 
cripple. 
And even the anti ROTC people have 
been known to start a couple of "free 
university" courses in other parts of the 
country showing how to make molotov 
cocktails and other explosives. Those 
things can kill a lot more efficiently than 
a punch in the stomach. As a matter of 
fact, a kid at Berkeley was killed last 
year by one of those homemade bombs. 
Just exactly who is teaching whom to kill 
whom? 
On to academic credit. Apparently 
ROTC critics feel that military science is 
not academic enough. Why not? There is 
plenty of classroom instruction, plenty of 
abstract theories, a well-stocked library, 
reading assignments, book reports, 
movies, guest lecturers, mathematical 
problems to work out, and  practical 
applications. 
Actually, that's more than I get in any 
of my so-called "academic" courses. I 
usually end up with a dull lecturer. 
Then there is a dispute on whether the 
teachers of ROTC are qualified in- 
structors and capable of dealing out an 
education worthy of adademic credit. 
I would say that a lot of those military 
science teachers know more about their 
subject matter than quite a few 
professors know about theirs. Sure, some 
professors nave a Ph.D. and have studied 
for years in the U.S. and abroad. 
Have those professors ever con- 
sidered that ROTC instructors are 
usually career men who have studied 
military science for many years, both 
here and abroad? Probably not. 
Then there are the hairpickers who 
think ROTC instructors should have a 
Ph.D. before ROTC courses should be 
given academic credit. Well, if the 
teacher has to have a PhD or even a 
M.A., before academic credit is given, I 
would never graduate from BGSU ■ 
At least half of my classes have been 
taught by graduate assistants who 
haven't gotten their MA. or Ph.D. and 
haven't had as much experience in their 
field of study as ROTC instructors have. 
Furthermore, there are a few con- 
siderations that should be lent to ROTC 
before it is unilaterally condemned. 
Anti ROTCites almost unilaterally 
dislike the notion of a professional or 
mercenary army. Most anti ROTCites 
also dislike the idea of the Selective 
Slavery System. Most and ROTCites who 
are realists also realize that an army, at 
least a small one, is necessary in this 
troubled world, at least in this immediate 
span of time. 
Thus, the only solution to satisfy these 
people is a i civilian oriented army. If the 
draft is ever abolished, where are the 
civilians going to come from if not from 
ROTC? 
If the draft is not done away with, 
where are those men who do not agree 
with the Selective Slavery System and do 
not agree with running scared to Canada 
going to be able to go except ROTC? 
The anti ROTCites say they care 
about their brothers, yet they would 
rather see their brother run to Canada 
instead of fight for his rights or get 
drafted into an unfair system and maybe 
get himself killed instead of taking 
ROTC, the alternative that might keep 
him from getting killed, will earn him 
better pay while he suffers through the 
military fiasco, and does not disgrace 
him for turning tail. 
On the other hand, working toward the 
abolishment of the draft or for a volun- 
teer military might have some purpose to 
it. Impossible? Not really. 
Sure, maybe you think the system 
won't change-or at least you think you 
don't want to work in the system to 
change it (i.e. support Gold water and 
Hatfield's senate bill for a volunteer 
army, work in politicalcampaigns whose 
candidate will work toward these goals) 
but it would accomplish more than taking 
an ex tendedlif etime vacation outside the 
U.S. Don't run away-stick around and 
help your brothers like you say you want 
to. 
Thus, if you want to abolish ROTC (or 
at least withdraw academic credit), I 
suggest that you be fair about it and also 
do likewise with the College of Business 
Administration, all freshman courses 
taught by grad students, vocational 
studies, and the karate club (maybe the 
wrestling team and student rifle team 
and the faculty rifle team, too.) 
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Eleven firms face pollution charge 
1^-K CHICAGO (AP) - The federal government charged 
ll companies yesterday with 
polluting waters in the 
Chicago area. The complaints, 
filed by the Justice Depart- 
ment, marked the first major 
anUpollution action by the 
Nixon administration and 
resulted from investigation by 
the Army Corps of Engineers. 
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell 
announced the action in 
Washington and said also that 
the federal grand jury will 
investigate the deposit of solid 
waste materials in the 
Calumet River and Lake 
Michigan. 
This also will mark the first 
time such a panel his been 
ordered to investigate cases of 
mass pollution. 
The charges, Mitchell said. 
were filed under an 1J99 
statute which forbids the 
dumping of refuse into 
navigable waters. Conviction 
on the misdemeanor charge 
carries a maximum fine of 
$2,500 and one-year im- 
prisonment for each offense. 
The companies charged 
are: General American 
Transportation Corp.; In- 
ternational Harvester Co.; 
Lake River Terminals. Inc.; 
Chicago National Sheet Metal 
Works, Inc.; Excelsior Truck 
Leasing Co.; Olinkraft. Inc.; 
Pure Oil Co.; Smith Oil and 
Refining Co.; Olin Corp.; 
Penn Central Railroad; 
Procter and Gamble Co. 
The BG News 
SOCKS IT TO 
ov 
Officer gives origin 
for Calley charges 
Associated Pratt WlropKoto 
CAMPAIGNING TO REDUCE POLLUTION, President Nixon visits the 
Chicago suburban town of Schaumberg where well wishers express their 
feelings with a sign, "Sewage 10 cents a glass." 
FT. BENNING. G«. (AP) - 
The chief legal officer for this 
infantry center testified 
yesterday that information 
leading to murder charges 
against Lt. William L. Calley 
Jr. came from higher 
headquarters in Washington. 
Col. Robert M. Lathrop told 
a pretrial hearing on defense 
motions that a sworn 
statement pertaining to the 
case was forwarded to him by 
the Army inspector general's 
office. 
However, Lathrop said he 
never received any in- 
structions in preparing 
charges against Calley. 
Council is students' — Thatch 
Student Body President 
Greg Thatch has indicated 
that unless the proposed 
Student Affairs Council is 
included within the 
framework of the Student 
Body, he will refuse to 
cooperate in establishing it. 
Proposed by Dr. James G. 
Bond, vice president of 
student affairs, the council's 
purpose is to develop 
programs within the student 
affairs area. 
It would function similarly 
to Academic Council. 
Dr. Bond has expressed a 
desire to set up the council in 
the Office of the President, 
fearing it may otherwise 
become "involved in political 
power groups on campus." 
Remarking that the council 
really has no specified place 
anywhere in the University, 
Thatch insisted it should be 
under the Student Body 
Constitution. 
"If we don't have it in the 
constitution," he said at last 
Thursday's informal Student 
Council meeting, "it will have 
nothing substantial to'hold on 
Police arrest 7 after fight 
puts   student in hospital 
One student was injured 
and seven others arrested 
early Monday after a 
snowball-throwing fight broke 
into scattered assaults and 
vandalism. 
Scores of windows were 
broken in Conklin Hall and 
New Fraternity Row. 
The injured student, Roger 
Klinect, junior (Ed.) received 
a possible broken nose, and 
cuts and bruises when, he 
alleges, he was tackled, 
kicked and beaten by two 
students. 
He was admitted to the 
University Health Center. 
Police reported the in- 
cidents were spurred by a 
snowball fight which began 
between Conklin residents and 
fraternity men. 
The snowball  fight ap- 
parently turned violent after 
the reported attack on Klinect, 
and caused some Conklin 
residents to arm themselves 
with baseball bats and clubs. 
Klinect, while being helped 
into a car to be taken to the 
hospital, reportedly was at- 
tacked again by snowball- 
throwing students. 
Those arrested and 
charged with disorderly 
conduct, according to police, 
were: 
John E. Zupan, Sophomore 
(LA), Frank M. Felice, fresh- 
man (Ed), William Fmth, 
freshman (BA), Richard 
Tyminski, sophomore (BA), 
Steven Turner, junior (Ed), 
David Witker, sophomore 
(BA), and David Hock, 
sophomore (LA). 
to." 
"If it is not included within 
the framework of the con- 
stitution," he added,"I will not 
serve on it, and I will not 
appoint any students to serve 
on it." 
In an informal vote, 
Council unanimously backed 
Thatch's position. 
Members also passed a bill 
concerning the April 22 en- 
vironmental teach-in. 
The bill provided that 
special emphasis be placed 
upon the problems as well as 
possibilities of the en- 
vironment. The momentum 
gained by the teach-in is to be 
supported on a continuing 
basis. 
In addition, the bill 
authorizes the president to 
form an environmental teach- 
in committee and urges all 
possible means be used to gain 
University-wide support for 
the event. 
Why Do 
You Have 
A Poor 
Memory? 
A noted publisher In 
Chicago reports there li 
a simple technique for 
acquiring a powerful 
memory. 
To acquaint 
the readers of this paper 
with the easy-to-follow 
rules for developing 
skill In remembering 
anything yon choose to 
remember, the 
publishers nave printed 
fall details of their sell- 
training method In a 
new booklet, "Ad- 
ventures in Memory," 
which will be mailed 
froo to anyone who 
requests It. NO 
OBLIGATION. Send 
your name, address, 
and zip code to: 
Memory Studies, US 
Dlversey Pkwy., Dept 
 .Chicago, 
m. (MM. A postcard 
will do. 
w. 
Even /niching every day 
can't stop it. 
Feminine odor starts inter- 
nally, and no amount of bath- 
ing can remove it. Soap and 
water simply can't reach the 
area where the odor starts. 
That's the reason you need 
Norforms*.. . the ucond Jcodor- 
nut'.' These tiny internal sup- 
positories kill germs —stop odor 
effectively yet safely. In fact, gen- 
tle, doctor-rested Norforms are 
so safe and easy to use, you can 
use them as often as necessary. 
No bath or shower can give 
you Norforms' protection. Get 
Norforms, and you'll feel se- 
cure and odorfree for hours. 
The second deodorant. 
M*EE NOtUORMS MINI-HACK i-l... M«I.„„.,.,,, K...II,,- »,„, 
Nor-wK rti.ima,ai Co , Dm CN. 
Nomch. RY.  I»l*.  (ErKloee JW lor ma.Lr.(.   hanjlinf.) 
Ifcn'i luraet your up cod. 
CxvufU- 
When you care enough to send the very best 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
Saturday, February 14 
loxtd Cfidy Stationery 
lillrol.s Glassware 
Stiffed Aainals      Mi|s 
COIOOM 
I.6.S.U. ai. ValaatiM Jewelry 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
Calley, 26, is charged with 
murdering 102 Vietnamese 
civilians at My I ai March 16, 
1968. 
lathrop was called as a 
witness on a defense motion 
which alleges that command 
influence was brought to bear 
in the decision to try Calley on 
the charges. 
Lathrop said he discussed 
the case with the Judge Ad- 
vocate General's office in 
Washington and was told "do 
nothing until you hear from 
us." He added that he later 
was told the case was "all 
yours". 
"I went to the office of the 
Judge Advocate General in 
Washington for assistance in 
drafting specifications, and 
those specifications were sent 
to the student brigade in the 
event they saw fit to press 
charges,"  Lathrop  testified. 
Calley was assigned to the 
student brigade at Ft. Benning 
at the time. 
Calley was charged the day 
before his scheduled release 
from the Army Sept. 5, 1969. 
i.iitiini-i- contends the 
Army has no jurisdiction over, 
the Miami, Fla. native 
because he is being held on 
active duty past his release 
date. 
February 16 Is The Final Day To Pay Your 
Room And Board Biffs. March 16 fs The 
Final Day To Pay AM Other Fees. 
REMEMBER YouCan BankAmericard 
Them Afff 
Vou can obtain the forms for 
using your BankAmericard at 
the      bursar's    office. 
If    you    don't 
have a BankAmericard. you 
can   apply   for   one   at   the 
bursar'» office, too. 
BANKAMERICARD 
JOHN    DOE 
►O/00*BAC 
123    «+5b    182 
The Bank of 
Wood County Company 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
1616 E. Wooster Street 
in the New Stadium Plaza 
TWO FREE COKES 
WITH ANY SIZE 
PIZZA TONIGHT! 
TUES. FEBRUARY 10 
For     free delivery 
call   352-5221 
The New Spirit br.ngs together 26 uncommon talents on two e*cmnq 
albums    one poo one Angel-each at a special preview price 
The New Spirit .s Joe South 
is Steve Miller 
,s Pink Floyd 
rtKj Sons 
•, J.iLQuolinedu Pre 
is Christopher Parkemnq 
is Lorm Hollander 
is Seiji O/awa 
to name a lew 
The New Spirit-launching the music of the Seventies-on Capitol o» 
Angel-or both 
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'Publish or perish'--'Up or out' 
(Continued from Page 1) 
"I was amazed and surprised when I found 
my contract had been terminated by a vote of 
the majority of tenured faculty members of 
this department. 
"Not meaning to sound vain, but I sin- 
cerely feel that in me this department had 
something good, and they are willing to let it 
go on an unknown, as they don't have a 
replacement for me, yet." 
Galbreath called his department's move 
"foolish." 
He said on the surface his department 
would have him believe his contract was 
ended solely on the basis of prlnclple-that he 
had not met an earlier agreed upon deadline 
for the completion of his doctorate work. 
Realizing the deadline was closing in, 
Galbreath said he had his adviser-professor 
at the University of Michigan write a letter to 
the History Department stating he would be 
finished with his work soon. 
"I am told this letter was read at the 
meeting in which the vote to terminate my 
contract was taken. 1 don't know why the 
letter was felt to have no merit." 
Department Chairman Dr. William Rock 
explained why. 
"The letter was felt to be nebulous. So 
many times a doctoral adviser tries hard to 
place his candidate and will write letters of 
this sort. It was worded in such a way as to 
tell us almost nothing," he said. 
Galbreath was given until November, 1969, 
to finish his work. His adviser's letter said he 
"You won't find many 
institutions willing 
to take risks." 
—Rock 
would have completed his doctorate by 
Christmas. The vote to terminate was taken 
in early December. 
He is yet to finish his doctorate, but ex- 
pects to have it done soon-perhaps before the 
end of the month. 
"There were other reasons why I feel I am 
not being kept on. Among other courses I 
instruct, I teach intellectual history courses. 
Besides that, I am Interested in the Popular 
Culture program here and in folklore studies. 
"Some faculty members cannot see those 
programs." 
Dr. Rock was quick to emphasize his 
department waged no vendetta against 
Galbreath. 
"We told him a year prior to his doctoral 
deadline that he was the type of faculty man 
we wanted on our staff. We have no gripes 
about his personality or style. 
"But, it is simply a Judgment question as 
to how much grace you give a man to finish 
his expected work. Two other faculty 
members here were in the same fix. They 
completed their Ph.D's on time, and were 
kept on. Two others did not complete their 
work and were terminated." 
Dr. Rock said a failure to complete doc- 
toral work on time shows some of the 
department's 17 tenured, voting faculty 
members that the instructor might be equally 
slow in doing academic research, or in 
publishing material. 
"You won't find many institutions willing 
to take risks," said Dr. Rock. 
Galbreath disagrees. 
"To me this act shows a lack of faith in a 
proper intellectual attitude here. This is a 
University struggling to attract good faculty, 
but they can shrug me off with a blunt letter of 
termination in my mailbox, three days after 
the termination vote was taken," Galbreath 
said. 
Galbreath said he and his family were 
nappy to come to Bowling Green five years 
ago, but will leave with no regrets. 
"We all feel, now, that a change is 
necessary." 
Dr. Rock feels Galbreath can be replaced 
by a man of equal or superior talent. 
"But, I wouldn't say that if I didn't think it 
was true of every other faculty member 
here," Dr. Rock said. "I'm sure I could be 
replaced, too, by a man of superior talent." 
On this question there is student 
disagreement, extending to a graduate 
student in the History Department. 
J. Edward Nye, who has studied under 
Galbreath, was upset at word of Galbreath's 
contract termination. Nye wrote a four-page 
letter to the History Department faculty 
taking them to task for their termination vote. 
In his letter, Nye made references to the 
University's "White Paper," the "Com- 
mission to Study the Mission of the Univer- 
sity," in which he quoted the following 
paragraph: 
"If we were required to select from 
the traditional functions of the university 
the area where creativity is most 
needed, if we had to say that some areas 
must be de-emphasixed In favor of 
others, we would nave to single out 
teaching at the basic concern of Bowling 
Green State University." 
"I was given an oral 
extension on my 
doctorate   degree 
deadline, and it was 
revoked. . ." 
—Maroukis 
Nye said creative teaching was the most 
prevasively deficient aspect of the History 
Department and that "a thoroughly out- 
standing and refreshing exception to this 
unfortunate problem has been Professor 
Robert Galbreath." 
Galbreath said he felt some department 
reaction to the letter was that Nye had been 
"impudent and imprudent." 
"The student's faith in me was enough," 
he said. "I didn't feel he had to write such a 
letter, and he did it without my knowledge." 
Galbreath said his time spent at Bowling 
Green hasn't been without its rewards, 
however. 
"I received additional years of instructing 
experience which I can bring to my next job. 
Where? I don't know." 
THOMAS C. MAROUKIS, Instructor, 
Department of History. Contract terminated, 
effective June, 1971 
B.A., 1961, Westminster College (New 
Wilmington, Pa.). 
MA. 1962, Dnquasne University. "1 
"I'm appalled at 
the lack of emphasis 
on good teaching 
here as a prerequisite 
of the education 
process."  —Maroukis 
1963-present, Ph. D. work continuing 
through Boston University. 
Fellowship recipient at both Duquesne and 
BU. 
"My biggest gripe is that I was given an 
oral extension by the department chairman 
on my doctorate degree deadline and it was 
revoked by this department's tenured faculty 
vote. 
"I had previously received word the ex- 
tension had been granted by the former 
department chairman. Dr. Stuart Givens, and 
later by Dr. Rock, the present chairman. 
"Having been out of the country for six 
months, doing research, I naturally assumed 
they were playing fair with me when they 
gave me the six month extension upon my 
return," Maroukis explained. 
Dr. Rock said there existed an opinion 
Maroukis was not interested enough in his 
doctorate to finish it on time. 
"He had also been teaching a course load 
at Heidelburg College in Tiffin, which some 
department members took to mean he was 
not using his time properly in concentrating 
on his doctorate. 
Maroukis explained he was teaching an 
African history course at Heidelburg--the 
same course he teaches here. 
"There was next to no extra preparation 
time involved for me at all, Maroukis said, 
"My lectures were the same as I'd give 
here." 
Maroukis said he took the Heidelburg Job 
as a personal favor to department colleague 
Dr. Givens who said Heidelburg's history 
faculty needed an African history expert, 
part-time. 
"lam not even sure this department knows 
that circumstance, but I'm tired of fighting. 
I'm so tired--my opinion of this department 
now is just 'fuck it.' " 
Maroukis tried to take the verbal ex- 
tension aspect before the American 
Association of University Professors 
(AAUP). Its president here is Dr. Bruce 
Edwards of the Economics Dept. 
"I was told the AAUP cannot help non- 
tenured faculty," Maroukis said. 
Dr. Edwards said the AAUP does have an 
interest in the case, insofar as determining if 
proper procedure for contract termination 
was followed. In Maroukis' case, it was 
proper, Dr. Edwards said. 
"But, I can say honestly that my personal 
opinion is opposed to such philosophies as 'up 
or out', 'publish or perish,' or 'research above 
teaching,' " Dr. Edwards said. 
Continuing, Dr. Edwards said, "Those are 
lousy procedures for a University to follow." 
Dr. Edwards said he was sure history 
department members did bend over back- 
wards to see they were fair to Maroukis. 
On the oral extension matter, Dr. Rock 
said it was the opinion of the tenured faculty 
there that they were not morally bound by the 
verbal agreement he made. 
"I've learned something through this 
experience," said Dr. Rock. "To be more 
careful as to what I agree to." 
Dr. Rock and Maroukis have discussed the 
matter several times and Dr. Rock's sum- 
mation was, "I can see why Mr. Maroukis 
would accentuate the negative." 
The chairman stressed the same depart- 
ment policy held true with Maroukis as it did 
with Galbreath-that his contract was ter- 
minated not out of dislike or dissatisfaction, 
but because of a missed doctoral deadline 
date. 
Maroukis says he doesn't believe it. 
"I've heard remarks before that 
reflected on my life style. Comments about 
my hair length, who I socialize with, things 
"On* of the touchiest 
questions is to decide 
on an instructor's 
worth and to equate 
that worth with 
a degree." 
— Coffman 
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~ 'Research over teaching'... 
rr i can'f tolerate this   department's teaching 
environment     . . . it's a   bunch of bullshit." 
— Wallis 
like that. But that's none of anybody's damn 
business. That's my personal life. It's got 
nothing to do with my teaching." 
As both the Galbreath and Maroukis cases 
surrounded getting a Ph.D., Dr. Rock ex- 
plored the emphasis placed on that degree. 
"It's just not practical for someone to 
represent that being a good teacher is a 
substitute for a Ph.D.. 
"To me, a good teacher, the academic 
scholar, is two things: it is one who can be 
innovative in the classroom, and one who can 
couple this 'experimentation', if you will, 
with proof of performance-namely, a Ph.D" 
Dr. Rock said the degree was necessary, 
particularly to the history department, 
because a doctorate program is being 
planned. Accrediting could take place in 1972, 
and Ph.D.'s on the staff would undoubtedly 
make a favorable impression on the ac- 
crediting team. 
Without a Ph.D. a professor is unable to 
advise master degree or doctorate can- 
didates, or teach graduate level courses, said 
Dr. Rock. 
Chairman Rock also supported published 
works in scholarly journals as a conjribution 
which enhances a faculty member's 
reputation and worth to a department. 
"You have to recognize, you publish to 
identify. To identify the author and his 
university. We have some department 
members who haven't published a word, and 
probably never will. But to those who do, it's 
to their credit." 
Dr. Rock, who recently reviewed the 
credentials of many of his department staff, 
then equated the worth of publishing in a 
do liar s-and-cents fashion. 
"The monetary difference between 
someone who publishes frequently and one 
who does not could make a 1600 difference in 
annual salary revision. It was the difference 
this time between a $600 raise and one of 
$1200," to department faculty. 
Maroukis doesn't consider publishing all 
that important. 
"I'm appalled at the lack of emphasis on 
good teaching here as a prerequisite of the 
education process. There is too much con- 
cern about publishing works, making 
speeches and attending social gatherings," he 
complained. 
"The student is the one who feels the in- 
justice of that philosophy," Maroukis said. 
"We put our emphasis on a doctorate 
degree, and establishing a doctorate program 
for the department, and then let a $3000-a- 
year graduate student teach our lower-level 
history courses. 
"Do students want that?" he asked. 
Dr. Rock seems to think the student does 
benefit, somewhat, from such instruction. 
"I think some graduate students can get 
through to a lower-level student better than a 
top-ranking professor." 
Dr. Rock said it just was not economically 
feasible for Ml department to put a top 
professor in charge of lower-level, or survey 
courses. 
"The state allocates about $400-plus for a 
freshman student, and about $4000 for a 
graduate student. Where should our teaching 
talent go, then?" he said. 
Maroukis concluded by saying his first 
concern in this matter now must be his 
family--a wife and two children. 
"I'd stay and fight, if I thought it was 
worth it. But my livelihood is secondary to my 
family. 
"The only reason "I'm even bothering to 
talk about this is so that a similar situation 
doesn't come up again. For me, it's over. I've 
lost." 
Both Maroukis and Galbreath were on 
"term appointment contracts" with the 
University. 
According to Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice 
president for academic affairs, these men's 
contracts carried a stipulation that the men 
complete their Ph.D. within a specified time 
period or their contracts would terminate. 
Both Maroukis and Galbreath have said 
they understood that stipulation. 
Maroukis and Galbreath would have been 
named assistant professors of history had 
they completed their Ph.D work, according to 
their contracts. 
In explaining University policy, as listed in 
the Faculty Charter, Dr. Coffman pointed out 
that a promotion to assistant professor for the 
men must include the Ph.D. degree, evidences 
o( good teaching, and scholarly or creative 
contributions to the University in some way. 
Dr. Coffman agreed with Dr. Rock when 
he said, "I feel these po.icies are very sound. 
These men knew what they were signing 
when they signed these contracts, and its 
requirements apparently were not   met." 
"The Ph.D is the professional, terminal 
degree in the history department and a 
necessity for a man interested in furthering 
himself in that department," he said. 
Dr. Coffman was quick to add that 
department chairmen, who are closer to 
theindividual cases of their faculty members, 
have a kind of autonomy in deciding on the 
merits of a doctorate degree extension under 
extenuating circumstances. 
Maroukis and Galbreath have recourse 
through the grievance committee of Faculty 
Senate, Coffman said, if they feel an injustice 
has been done them. 
Dr. Coffman said it was "one of the 
touchiest questions in education," however, 
to "decide on an instructor's worth and to 
equate that worth with the achievement of a 
degree." 
PETER GENOVESE, Instructor of 
English. Resigned, effective June, 1*70. 
B.A. 1963, Loyola College (Baltimore). 
MA., 196S. Bowling Green State 
University. 
M.F.A., anticipated, 1970, Bowling Green 
State University. 
Came to Bowling Green, 1963. 
"I am not leaving because of any beef with 
the English department. 
"In fact, if the truth were known, the 
English department is probably one of the 
more liberal departments on campus. 
"I just want to be teaching at a place 
where the student is more in control," 
Genovese said. 
The instructor believes the students should 
have a larger voice in his curriculum, and, in 
fact, should control curriculum committees 
where course outlines are defined. 
"This campus hasn't changed in the seven 
years "I've been here. It's conservative, no 
doubt-no more so, perhaps, than many 
others, but conservative, nonetheless." 
Geneovese said the University, because of 
its nature, tends to attract conservative 
faculty members. He said instructors weren't 
hired because they were good teachers, but 
because they might have gotten something 
published. 
Students, Geneovese contends, are 
competent judges of a good instructor, and he 
doesn't think students would place such a high 
emphasis on published works. 
Genovese says the conservative at- 
mosphere of the University stifles the 
creativity of the liberal instructor. 
"Last year, for example, the English and 
history departments invited a speaker here to 
comment on black literature. He was sent 
packing, as it was felt he was too liberal for 
us. That's what I'm getting at," he said. 
"Some people here, in high places, don't 
like the speaker or the instructor they feel is 
too socially-oriented." 
Genovese thought conservative in- 
structors operated best here. 
"That's so because they don't feel pushed. 
In my case, I think I could have had my in- 
structor's contract renewed indefinitely. I'm 
looking for something more." 
He commented  instructors here  didn't 
"I want to be teaching 
at a place whore the 
student is more in 
controll . . . . " 
Nowt photo by John Jacks 
ARE STATE supported universities headed for the same inefficiencies and  poor quality of education that rendered the one-room 
schoolhouse  im  practical? 
... Genovese 
seem to be hired on their teaching abilities, 
but rather on the amount of material they 
have published, or the degree they carry. 
"I don't follow that. More and more young 
educators are being turned off because they 
consider publishing and going after that high 
degree just another hoop to Jump through. 
"A lot of them are getting tired of jum- 
ping," he said. 
Dr. Rock and Dr. Del Porto explained the 
teaching ability of an instructor is hard to 
measure, particularly when dealing with a 
prospective instructor's resume. 
"I've got a whole filing cabinet drawer 
full of instructor's resumes--all people who 
want to teach here. How do I tell which one is 
a good teacher? Yet, that's what I, and this 
department have to try to do," Dr. Rock said. 
Genovese, however, believes the student is 
a competent judge of a good instructor. 
"If the student can't evaluate, who can?" 
he said. 
"You know, even if the educators aren't 
getting betteratevaluatingsomeone'sworth, I 
think the business field is," Genovese said. 
He referred to tests that big -businesses 
give job applicants--over and above having' 
checked the applicantsgrades and university 
achievements. 
"I think what has happened is that the 
business world has been stung by people it 
thought it had a right to believe were 
educated-probably because of the academic 
degree they completed. Later, they'd find the 
guy couldn't do the work," he said. 
Genovese felt the degree has nothing to do 
with the individual's creativity, dedication, or 
with being a good instructor. 
Because the big universities don't believe 
that philosophy, Genovese said, the in- 
tellectual and liberal instructors are heading 
toward smaller colleges (as Maroukis will). 
"Looking at someone as a sterling success 
because of the degree he has is all a part of the 
"Great Labeling Sickness' permeating this 
society," Genovese said. 
"It goes along with this business of calling 
someone a hippie because he doesn't wear a 
tie, and calling someone a right-wing fascist 
who wears a suit," he said. 
Genoveses students, many of whom The 
News has interviewed, have enjoyed his 
teaching style. 
He strives for an open dialogue, and to get 
the student to think, they say. "He doesn't 
want you to tell back to him what he told 
you," one student said. 
"I like individual responses. I don't like a 
regurgitation of facts. I want stimulated 
thinking and logical reasoning," said 
Genovese. 
The best way to get that stimulated 
thinking? 
"Well, that's probably another reason why 
I'm  leaving.   It's   because   I   feel   we've 
defaulted in our promises to bring stimulated 
student thinking to this university," Genovese 
said. 
Genovese suggested breaking the 
University down into small residency 
colleges, in line with a recommendation 
President William T. Jerome mentioned 
several years ago, might be a solution. 
"Faculty members, graduate students and 
underclassmen living in the same quarters 
would be a stimulating environment," he 
said. 
"Some people hero, in high places, 
don't like the instructor they fool is 
too socially-oriented." 
— Genovese 
"It's undeniable.   The Ph.D.   is the 
mark of excellence, competence and 
accomplishment in an academic 
environment." 
—Del Porto 
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Laird, aide to assess 
new pullout prospects 
Nvws photo by AlH 6wrrow» 
Die inner principle 
IAS   RELATED  TO  YOUR   CAREER   DEVELOPMENT) 
Can Ash;(.n.l Oil RetcA the INNI R YOU' Deep down inside, where 
you live, there is .i something" th.it will help you recognize the 
■'right" <.(reer you'll feel the hrst symptoms of success . .    a 
hard to repress, hubblmg enthusiasm emerging from the inner you 
will lake your talent and darning on an eicitmg drive above and 
beyond |tw capabilities you rp.ogni/e now 
Often. fii.it s MOW great things happen Not by tool caliulation 
but. by the foitunate mold ot ability   ambition and opportunity. 
Can Astil.mil Oil turn on the inner you' Obviously you won't 
know unless you imttllgitl 
And that's what we re asking you to do   Look us over. 
Who are we* - Ashland Oil & Refining Company is a .4 year 
old. rapidly growing. Petroleum Company (sales of over Ont Billion 
Dollars) with major diversification into chemicals, r'astics. syn- 
thetics and many other indu'tnal and commercial fields Consumer 
product lines range from tires to fiberglass pleasure boats 
What do we offer? An uncommon variety ot growth oriented 
opportunities m maior professional areas, an outstanding advance- 
ment policy based on individual ability, a diverse jrray of affiliated 
companies and separately operated divisions m every part of the 
country and global operations ranging from Lake Maracaibo to 
Bombay and Sydney, and more, much more. 
What type ot professionals are we seeking' ENGINEERS (Ml s 
EE's. lE's. CHEMICAL INGINEERS). MARKETING PERSONNEL. 
ACCOUNTANTS. DATA PROCESSING SPECIALISTS and graduates 
in other professional fields 
Why not find out more about Ashland Oil 
If you feel the inner you deserves all the 
exposure to opportunity you can muster, 
make an appointment with the placement 
center. 
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 13 
For Inteiview Appointment Contact 
The Placement Office Now 
IN CONCERT, Josh White Jr. United Artist 
recording star known lor his interpretations ol 
popular and soul music, received a standing 
ovation Saturday night in the Grand Ballroom, 
Union. He proved his versatility by singing blues, 
Beatles, and talk songs. The Beatles'songs in- 
cluded "I Will" and "Rocky Raccoon." From his 
album. White sang "Suizanne," "Jet Plane" and 
"Tobacco Road." Being a night performer, he 
quipped on the soap operas that he watches when he 
gets up at 2:30 p.m. His "Ballad of Spiro Agnew" 
got a few chuckles from the Mardi Cras audience. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Secretary of Defense Melvin 
R, Laird and his top military 
officer left for Vietnam 
yesterday to check the 
prospects for further 
American troop withdrawals. 
Laird, taking off from 
Andrews Air Force Base in 
suburban Maryland, declined 
to say in advance whether the 
Nixon administration is ready 
to go beyond its latest an- 
nounced 50,000 man pullout to 
be completed April 15. 
The defense chief seemed 
to indicate, however, that the 
conditions may be right for 
additional cuts. He said the 
"Vietnamization" plan to turn 
over more combat respon- 
sibility to the South Viet- 
namese is "going forward at a 
very adequate pace." 
It will be the defense 
chief's second visit to South 
Vietnam since becoming 
secretary of defense. 
Following Laird's first trip 
last March, President Nixon 
made a decision to order the 
first withdrawals from South 
Vietnam. 
The troop ceiling his since 
been lowered from 549,500 to 
434,000. 
While noncommittal on 
most questions about the 
future of the war, laird did 
use the occasion before a few 
reporters who saw him off at 
the airport to warn that the 
defense budget he recently 
submitted to Congress cannot 
stand cuts. 
"This is a rock botton, bare 
bones budget," Laird said. 
The 171.8 billion spending 
proposal for the fiscal year 
beginning next July has 
already been reduced $10 
billion below the budget which 
had been projected by the 
Johnson administration. Laird 
said. 
Laird,  accompanied   by 
Gen. Carle G. Wheeler, 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, and Warren Nutter, 
assistant secretary for in- 
ternational security affairs, 
will be in Vietnam during a 
period when the enemy is 
expected to step up offensive 
activities. 
Before taking off, Laird 
and Wheeler held last minute 
talks with  President Nixon. 
Rhodes turns down 
campaign debates 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Gov. 
James A. Rhodes will not 
debate U.S. Rep. Robert Taft 
Jr., during the campaigns for 
the Republican nomination as 
U.S. Senator. WCPO-TV news 
director Al Schottelkotte said 
yesterday. 
Schottelkotte, who 
originally proposed the 
debates, said that Rhodes had 
informed him by letter of his 
campaign plans. 
"Our campaign outline is 
now complete and we are 
committed to it," the letter 
said. "We regret that it is 
impossible at this late date for 
us to include the debates in our 
plans." 
Rhodes and Taft had not 
been able to agree on debate 
format but Schottelkotte of the 
Cincinnati station said that 
Taft had told him last week 
that he would debate under 
conditions Rhodes requested. 
"We waited eight weeks for 
Mr. Taft to make a decision on 
the debate format before we 
started to outline our cam- 
paign schedule," Rhodes said 
in the letter. 
No holiday 
Classes will be held 
as scheduled next 
Monday, the day set 
aside to observe 
Washington's and 
Lincoln's birthdays, the 
Dear, of Students' office 
reported yesterday. 
Career anning 
aepment Service Employment Opportunities 
The following employment 
opportunities are available for 
the week of February 9.,Ap- 
potntmenta for Interviews can 
now be made in the Office of 
Career      Planning     and 
Placement  Services, third 
floor, Of the Student Seivncs 
Build  .: 
BUSINESS 
FEBRUARY 16 
Haughton Elevator Company - 
Open Schedule _ 
Union Carbide Corporation - 
Acctg., Industrial Mgmt. and 
Prod., Bus, Adni., Chemistry 
Tiniken Roller Bearing Co. - 
Acctg., Industrial Mgmt., 
Prod., Bus. Adm., Chemistry 
Ford  Motor Company - All 
Areas 
FEBRUARY 17 
Cleveland     Electric 
Illuminating   Co.    -   Acctg., 
Chemistry 
Whirlpool Corporation - Acc- 
tg., Gen. Bus., Ind. Mgmt. and 
Production, Marketing, 
Personnel Mgmt. 
rtsmnta 
far Infernal 
The Home Service Department offers 
interesting and challenging opportunities as it 
assists in the company promotion objectives 
through varied and dynamic programs. 
Campus interviews — 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Thursday, February 19th 
Appointments should be made in advance 
through your College Placement Oltice 
with Columbia Gas of Ohio. Inc. A ©UOLJlJJlrMIPML&H GAS   '     r '•'■   ™ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
High School TEACHING In California 
Interviewer from large high school district (13 
high schools) will be on campus to interview 
Wednesday, February 18,1970, from 9:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. The salary schedule is attractive; the 
teaching conditions excellent. See your 
placement counselor for interview 
arrangements. Kem High School District, 
Bakersfield, California. 
Ashland 
Mr. G.F. Hiatt. Personnel 
ASHLAND Oil & REFINING COMPANY 
1-109 Winchester Ave    Oept. -CRCO-1" 
Ashland, Kentucky 11101 
ASHLAND  OIL   A  AtriNiNG  COMPANY   f   ASHLAND.  HtNTUCHV 
COLLEGE TEACHERS 
Economics. Mathematics. Business Administration 
Chemistry, Physical Education, Asst. Librarian 
M.A. or M.S. required Excellent (ring benefits 
Interviewing Feb. 16. or inquire 
Dean of Faculties 
TRI-ST ATE COLLEGE 
Angola, Ind. 4C703 
RIKE'S 
DAYTON, OHIO 
A Division of Federated Department Stores 
Looking for a stimulating, fast paced business. 
Investigate the excitement and creativity of a 
buying career. Contact your placement office, 
sign up for an interview and talk with our 
representative   February    17,    18   or    1Mb. 
Atlas Crankshaft Corporation 
- Acctg., Finance and 
Banking, Ind. Mgmt. and 
Prod., Bus. Adm. 
Rike's - Open Schedule 
Industrial National Bank of 
Rhode Island - Open Schedule 
North American Rockwell 
Corp. - Acctg. 
Ford Motor Company - See 
Feb. 16 
FEBRUARY 18 
Eli Ully and Company - Acc- 
tg.,   Econ.,   Finance   and 
Banking,   Chemistry,   Math, 
Psychology 
J.C. Penny Company, Inc. - 
Open Schedule 
Manufacturers Bank - Open 
Schedule 
Xerox Corporation - Open 
Schedule 
Rikes's - Open Schedule 
Industrial National  Bank of 
Rhode Island - See Feb. 17 
FEBRUARY 19 
Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. - 
Food and Nutrition 
Abex Corporation - Acctg.. 
Econ.. Finance & Banking, 
General Business, Ind. 
Mgmt., Prod. 
Huntington National Bank - 
Open Schedule 
The Hoover Company - Acctg., 
Bus. Statistics, Finance & 
Banking, Gen. Bus., Ind. 
Mgmt. & Prod., Office Mgmt., 
Transportation 
Lincoln National Life In- 
surance - Open Schedule 
Detroit Bank & Trust - Open 
Schedule 
Owens-Illinois. Inc. - All Areas 
Hess & Clark - Acctg.. Mktg., 
Selling and Sales Mgmt., 
Biology. Bus. Adm., 
Chemistry. 
B.F. Goodrich Company - All 
Areas 
Rike's - See Feb. 17. 
FEBRUARY 20 
Procter & Gamble Co. - Folger 
Cofee Div. - Open Schedule 
Commercial  Motor Freight, 
Inc. - Open Schedule 
Nationwide     Insurance 
Companies - Gen. Bus.,  In- 
surance., Mktg., Statistics 
CNA Insurance - All areas 
Roadway Express, Inc. - Open 
Schedule 
Allstate Insurance Company 
- All areas 
SCHOOLS 
FEBRUARY 16 
Palos   Verdes   Unified  Sch. 
Dist , Calif - All Areas 
Marion City Schools, O. • All 
Areas 
Starr  Commonwealth   For 
Boys - All Areas 
South Huntington Schools, 
N.Y. - All Areas 
Alliance Public Schools. O. - 
Adm. .Art. Speech & Drama, 
Journ., Biology.    History, 
Slow Learners. Reading Spec. 
Dekalb Comm. Unit Sch. Dist. 
428, 111. - Open Schedule 
Flint  Community  Schools, 
Mich. - Open Schedule 
Detroit Public Schools. Mich. - 
All Areas 
FEBRUARY 17 
Dearborn   Public   Schools, 
Mich. - All Areas 
Montgomery   County   Public 
Schools - Open Schedule 
Washington  I,ocal Schools - 
Open Schedule 
Trenton Public Schools, Mich. 
- Open Schedule 
FEBRUARY 18 
Norwalk    Public    Schools, 
Conn. - All Areas 
Kern High School Dist., Calif. - 
Open Schedule 
Montebello  Unified School 
District. Calif. - All Areas 
Sandusky Public Schools - Art, 
El. Ed., Eng., HPE, French, 
Spanish, Math, Vocal Music, 
Slow Learners. 
East  Cleveland   Board   of 
Education - All Areas 
Comstock   Public   Schools, 
Mich. - Art. Comprehensive 
Ed.. El. Ed.. Elect., Lib. Sci., 
Math, Music 
San Joaquin District, Calif. - 
Primary El. Ed. 
Montgomery   County   Public 
Schools - See Feb. 17 
Trenton Public Schools, Mich. 
- See Feb. 17 
FEBRUARY 19 
Simi Valley Unified School 
District, Calif. - El. Ed., Eng., 
HPE, Voc. Home Ec., Math, 
Bkg.. Gen. Sci., Mentally 
Retarded. Reading Specialists 
South    Bend    Community 
Schools, Ind. • All Areas 
North Ridgeville Schools, O. - 
All Areas 
Norwalk   Public   Schools, 
Conn. - See Feb. 18 
Sandusky Public Schools, O. - 
See Feb. 18 
FEBRUARY 20 
Bassett     Unified     Schools 
District, Calif. - All Areas 
Garfield   Heights   Board   of 
Education - Open Schedule 
Brandon  Schools  District, 
Mich. - Open Schedule 
Benton-CarroU-Salem    Local 
District- Adm., El Ed., Eng- 
lish, Instructional Music 
Plymouth Local Schools, O. - 
Art, Inter. El. Ed., Home Ec., 
Math-Sci.,   Chem.,    Earth 
Science 
Crestview Local Schools, O - 
Art, El. Ed., Physics, Slow 
I<eai ners 
Clearfork I.«H al Schools, O. - 
Open Schedule 
Piqua City Schools, O. - All 
Areas 
Open View School District, 
Calif. - El. Ed., Music, Gen. 
Sci., Soc. Studies, Special Ed., 
Speech & Hearing 
AGENCIES 
AND 
COLLEGES 
FEBRUARY 16 
Bureau   of   Federal Credit 
Unions - Open Schedule 
Tri-State   CoUege  -   Math, 
Chem.,   Econ.,   HPE,   Bus. 
Adm., Lib. Sci. 
FEBRUARY 18 
City of Detroit-Civil Service 
Commission - Acctg., Gen. 
Bus., Statistics, Biology, Bus. 
Ad., Chem., Math- 
Veteran's Administration 
Hospital - Acctg., Pers. 
Mgmt., Bus. Stud., Lib. Sci. 
The Summer Internship 
Program of the Office of 
Career Planning services is in 
full operation. 
James L. Galloway, 
director, says        that 
sophomores and juniors now 
have the opportunity to relate 
their academic training to 
career-oriented summer jobs. 
A questionnaire, sur- 
veying employers' needs for 
college students during the 
summer, was sent out to 
more; than 400 business 
concerns throughout the 
country. Of these. Galloway 
reports, more than a fourth of 
them have already been 
returned. 
Galloway says that some 
of the companies responding 
to the questionnaire do not 
have summer positions 
available. 
"We inform students of 
this for their convenience 
when selecting which 
companies to contact and to 
make them better aware of 
existing trends. It also aids us 
in getting students to take 
early advantage of the various 
internship programs available 
through the Placement Office 
and file registration forms." 
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Havens sings, looks at life 
N.w. photo by AI.K Burrow. 
Richie Havens 
By Howard Cleveland 
Pomegranite Press Society 
One of the hardest things to 
do is describe the music of 
Richie Havens. I guess you 
could call it pure music. It's 
part folk, part Jazz, part blues 
and some "good ole rock 'n 
roll." 
Richie Havens seemed to 
cast a spell over the audience 
with his beginning quips about 
Bowling Green and life in 
general. The comments were a 
series of "wow, too much, and 
far-out," mixed with assorted 
grunts, groans and deep sighs. 
The concert consisted of 
good music and Richie's way- 
out philosophy on the state of 
the world. Richie commented 
that the world is still very 
young because man hasn't 
reached perfection yet. "Man 
is so far from perfection that 
he isn't even born yet. . JO 
what are we?. . .dig it?" His 
whole philosophy was rather 
off-beat, but if you were sitting 
in the audience, you knew 
earth what he meant. 
When Richie starts a song, 
you never quite know what 
song it's going to be until he 
starts singing. Some of the 
highlight songs were 
"Helplessly Hoping," "Just 
Like A Woman," "Get 
Together," and a selection of 
three songs from the Beatles' 
"Abbey Road." 
I first met Richie and the 
rest of the group at dinner. 
They were sitting right across 
from us at the Holiday Inn, so 
we took it upon ourselves to 
welcome them to Bowling 
Green. 
After dinner we com- 
menced to fill in the group on 
the finer aspects of Bowling 
Green. Everything was really 
informal and all we knew each 
other by was first names. 
Ai'ter hearing a quick 
background sketch of the 
University. Bob, the lead 
guitar player said, "You gotta 
thing? Why not do it here... 
make the most of it, this place 
can't be all bad." 
Eric, the bass player, said 
that this really seemed like a 
groovey place. 
"We really dig you guys, 
but we'll find out what the rest 
of the place is really like when 
we play," added Joe the 
drummer. 
Well, believe it or not, they 
really thought that the kids 
were great. At break time, the 
group asked me to get a bunch 
of kids together so we could 
have a party at their place. We 
did. . . 
They said when they have 
these one night concerts they 
hardly ever get a chance to 
meet people, so they were 
really glad to have us. "It's all 
too much," murmured Bob, as 
about 20 kids popped in the 
doorway. 
Music at the party was 
provided by tapes made at 
parties attended by the group 
where popular groups played. 
Some of their favorite groups 
are The Rascals, Stevie 
Wonder and Buddie Miles. 
Any member of the group can 
can tell you who is playing 
what instrument on any given 
record. 
I asked Joe if they ever 
worried     about     making 
mistakes. He said that they've 
been playing together so long 
that performing on stage is 
second nature. "The hardest 
problem we have is getting on 
stage. . .once we're there 
we're all right," commented 
Eric. 
Richie is really a warm and 
receptive person and just to sit 
down and talk with him is 
really an experience. When he 
was told that we were going to 
move the party to someone's 
house, he said. "Really, you 
guys are too much." He said 
that they would be more than 
happy to come back to 
Bowling Green anytime. 
BG Rental faces dilemma 
Isaac Loose, owner of the 
Bee Gee Rental and Sales Co.. 
which was destroyed by fire 
two weeks ago, may be unable 
to rebuild his business on the 
same site, due to zoning 
restrictions. 
The original building did 
not meet zoning regulations 
for side and front lot set-back, 
but because Bee Gee Rental 
was constructed before the 
city zoning code was passed, 
the regulations did not affect 
it. 
There is a "grandfather 
clause" in the code, however, 
said Dr. David Elsass 
chairman of the city planning 
and zoning committee. 
The clause provides for the 
code to become effective in the 
event any building previously 
unaffected is destroyed by fire 
or other means, and must be 
rebuilt. 
Loose has consequently 
filed for a zoning variance 
permit with the Zoning Board 
of Appeals which, if granted, 
would permit him to rebuild 
on the same foundation. 
"This is not an unusual 
situation," said Dr. Fred E. 
Williams, chairman of the 
zoning board. 
He said the  zoning code 
specifies that buildings in that 
district be at least SO feet from 
the street and 5 feet from the 
property lines. 
Bee Gee Rental, he said, 
was  short  of  the  specified 
distances on the north, east 
and west sides. 
Generally speaking, what 
the neighbors think should be 
done has to be considered 
before the board grants the 
variance. Williams said. 
The neighbors will have the 
opportunity to air their 
opinions at a public hearing in 
the Municipal Building Feb. 
17. 
Loss heavy as fire 
sweeps area barn 
A fire believed started by 
spontaneous combustion 
caused an estimated $35,000 
damage Sunday to a barn on 
Campbell Hill Road, southeast 
of the campus. Five farm 
animals were killed. 
The blaze was reported at 
1:10 p.m. by University police. 
It occurred on a farm 
operated by Mr. and Mrs. 
NormHolley. The Holleys and 
their three children were not 
home at the time. 
Smoke was first seen by 
Larry Fitz, who works at the 
Stadium View Apartments. He 
went to the farm to warn the 
Holley family, but found no 
one home. 
Firemen from Bowling 
Green and Center Township 
fought the blaze. Bowling 
Green Fire Chief Howard 
Rutter estimated the damage. 
The farm is owned by Mrs. 
E.E. Carter, Bowling Green. 
Alpha Delta 
Congratulate 
their new 
ANGEL 
Linda 
TIME IS 
RUNNING OUT. . . 
for op ilicatioi to tho 
Air Forco R0TC 2-yoor progran. 
if you are 
interested in Hying 
in good academic standing 
physically qualified 
thoo cootoct tho 
Dtportnttt of Aerospace Stadias, 
Men.   Hall 22176, 22177 
lot horryl 
Ttoo b rooohii oot. 
ALPHA CHI CONGRATS 
TO OUR NEW OFFICERS: 
President - Linda Bour 
First Vice Pres.- Jenny Emlch 
Second Vice Pres.- Debbie Davis 
Third Vice Pres.- Kelly Schneider 
Corresponding Sec'y - Beth Henslen 
Recording Sec'y - Laura Wood 
Treasurer - Linda Zimmerman 
Rush Chairman - Elaine Saloamon 
Social Chairman • Debbie Nichols 
Warder - B.J. Guy 
Panhel - Pam Hayes 
Rush Counselors - 
Holly Mills 
Jan Coulter 
and a big Thanks 
to all the outgoing 
officers - You've done 
a  fantastic Job! 
In the bond, 
Your sisters' 
IN THE BOND, 
YOUR SISTERS 
COUPON  DAYS 
This Coupons Is 
Good For 
$.25 OFF 
The Regular Price 
Of A Haircut 
/y        : i I I 111 I ,: . . : I 
Nixon wil   receive 
peace crusade bi 
LONDON (AP) - Beatle 
John Lennon says he doesn't 
know how much money his 
peace campaign is costing but 
it doesn't matter because 
"we're going to send all the 
bills on to President Nixon for 
payment anyway." 
The pop singer and pacifist 
says that when it comes to 
make ends meet, "I trust in 
God to look after that - and in 
our ability to go on earning 
money." 
The 29-year-old com- 
poser, whose music is ac- 
claimed by classical critics 
but whose peace campaigns 
are often derided, made his 
latest antiwar  appeal  in a 
question-and-answer   session 
with the London Sun. 
"When we say, 'war is over 
if you want it,' said Lennon, 
quoting the slogan on his 
worldwide posters, "we mean 
that if everyone demanded 
peace instead of another TV 
set, we'd have peace." 
At 
Campus   Colonial 
Barbershop 
Across From Harshman 
(Behind The Den) 
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK 
8:30 A.M. to 5:30 PJH . 
New Spring and Sum- 
mer "Wedding Dresses" 
Bridesmaid, Flower 
Girl, Mother of Bride, 
Bridal Accessories, 
Bridal Bibles, 
(Protestant and 
Catholic) Aprons, 
Garters, Gloves, 
Foundations, Lingerie 
for the Personal 
Showers, Going away 
suits. Complete live of 
Formals for Proms 
LEE'S Fashion Center 
and 
Bridal Shop 
', Mile West Delta on 
MAI next to Bernath Fur- 
niture) 
North Fulton S.T., 
Wauseon, Ohio 
For Spring Vexation 
• -       ■ 
MM 
Hair. 
It's not the style that counts, 
it's what's under it. 
j* 
paopl* build « s % 
Tr-« Equitable L'fa AOOWOMOO Oootty of !■>• United Suiaa. N«- Yprt. NY An Equal Opportunity Emptoyar. Ml I   I   I L       fy/Ul   IA\DL.L 
For a free 18" x 24" poster of this advertisement, write: The Equitable. Dept. B. G.P.O. Box 1170. New York. N.Y. 10001 
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THE WIZARD OF ID 
by Brant   parkrr   »n<i Johnny hart 
S-S*J«* 
Applicatio* die 
for scholarship 
The Bowling Green 
Alumni Club of Greater 
Toledo will award a J2S0 
scholarship to a Bowling 
Green student at the annual 
"Key Night" dinner to be held 
on Saturday, Feb. 28. 
Applications must be 
completed and returned to the 
Alumni House by Friday. 
The recipient will be 
notified by Feb 20. 
Delta Tau Delta 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
TONIGHT 
8-1 OP.M. 
ALL INTERESTED 
MEN WELCOME! 
TO 
DO 
TODaY 
t 
COUNSELING CENTER 
The Growth Room will be 
open from 1-5 p.m. in 320A 
Student Services Bldg. 
ACCOUNTING HELP 
SESSIONS 
Will   be  conducted   from 
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in 210 Hayes 
EARN 
WHILE 
YOU 
LEARN 
Immediate openings for telephone switchboard operators. Must 
be able to work day or evening hours. Experience not necessary, 
full training provided. Pleasant working conditions. Regular pay 
increases. 
Apply: Business Office 
NORTHERN OHIO TELEPHONE COMPANY 
160 W. Woott.r 
Bowling Green 
Hall. 
WOMEN'S TRACK CLUB 
Will meet at 4 p.m. in 100 
Women's Bldg. 
MATHEMATICS FILMS 
Will be shown at 4 p.m. in 
140 Overman Hall. "I 
Maximize The Theorem of the 
Mean, Infinite Acres, 
Newton's Nethod," a variety 
of classroom films, will be 
presented. 
FACULTY CONCERT 
Will be presented at 8:15 p.m. 
in the Recital Hall, School of 
Music. Peter Howard, cello, 
and Jerome Rose, piano, will 
perform. 
COUNSEUNG CENTER 
Dream  Seminar  will   be 
held  from  3-5  p.m.  in   320 
Student Services Bldg. 
GERMAN HELP SESSIONS 
Will be conducted from 4-5 
p.m. in the German Depart- 
ment, Shatzel Hall. 
INKSTONE 
Today you can write a 
poem or short story, type off a 
fresh copy and submit it for 
publication to the "Inkstone," 
English Dept., 201A 
University Hall. 
•fab Jnglislj 
Jfttl} 'tt (ttljtps 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
HOURS: 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 
11A.M. TO 11P.M. 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
11A.M. TO 1A.M. 
WHAT ARE JOLLY RED UNIFORMS? 
The   deadline   for 
missions is March 1. 
sub- 
MARCH GRADUATES 
Candidates should place 
their order for cap and gown 
rental at the University 
Bookstore, Student Services 
Bldg. immediately. No cash Is 
needed at the time the 
measurements are taken. 
Graduation in- 
louncements will be available 
two weeks prior to graduation. 
WATER SAFETY CLASS 
Anyone interested in taking 
the Red     Cross safety 
instructors course spring 
quarter must see Mr. Stuggs, 
at the Natatorium, before 
registering. No one will be 
permitted to register for the 
course without a permission 
slip from Mr. Stuggs. 
Office hours are 8-10 a.m. 
and 2-3 p.m. Mon through Fri. 
PROJECT INTERACTION 
Will hold an application 
and information meeting for 
those interested in par- 
ticipating in the program for 
spring quarter at 8 p.m. in 222 
Education Bldg. 
PUZZLE 
By Cora Goodman 
ACROSS 
1 Withstand 
use. 
5 Merganser. 
9 H..HI.'ii ««'•'• 
13 l.iiurrl. 
14 PHI ilnwn us 
II fact. 
lfl Captain —. 
17 Colorful 
IKipular ■on* 
19 H.ll 
211 Motivate. 
21 Mounted 
officer. 
23 I'pon. 
24 Corrodes. 
25— nous. 
2H Way: alilir. 
31 Honest —. 
32 Certain 
congress. 
33 Kind id 
ennui. 
37 Shade tree. 
.«t The works. 
39 Also. 
411 Smothering. 
42 Acme. 
43 I'ull along. 
44 American 
Indian. 
4.ri Sierra —. 
4(i Aspect. 
4H "The 
Terrible" 
one. 
SO Relies —. 
53 Less than 
full distance. 
57 l.amh. 
58 Male adorn- 
ment fad. 
till Knidish 
river, 
til Seleel group. 
t>2 Gaelic. 
(i.'i Conduce. 
04 llr.Ki. 
115 Pentacle. 
DOWN 
1 Near Kasl 
vii lley. 
2 (itirdcn. 
3 Soft drinks. 
4 Perfect 
harmony. 
5 (.n-.li forth. 
it Somewhat. 
7 Dr. Rhine's 
forte: nbbr. 
8 Flan. 
9 I nrertiiin: 
2 v.d. 
1(1 Firmly 
implanted. 
11 Ant. 
12 Kvcninsts 
_ in France. 
15 Thrice:  pref. 
18 Maine'. 
symbol. 
22 Simian. 
25 (icrman 
river. 
26 Shade of 
fO-ecn. 
27 Old popular 
nona. 
29 Leg I.MIL- 
30 Free. 
33 Outcries 
of appntval. 
34 Siamese 
twin. 
.15 Bellow. 
■U> (iarment 
part. 
38 Conduit 
41 "l.'Aiglon" 
aulhor. 
42 I n.lcr- 
furmenls. 
crlilizcr. 
4(i Dress fold. 
47 Ax handle. 
49 Dells. 
51 Dutch  uncle. 
52 This may be 
hard or soft. 
54 Mcdiriual 
herb. 
55 Handle. 
.".ii llclminu 
river. 
59 (iaminit 
piece. 
1 2 3 
' ■ ' 6 l 1 l ' 10 II 12 11 " " 11 1 29 I - . 20 15 2. J1 33 
^ 
- 
1 30 l 
34 
" 
' 
" 
32 ■ II 36 11 3» 
II 41 ■ l      1 
■BJ 44 ■ 
4$ 41 <■ 49 
BO 51 51 91 54 55 se 
SI 1 " 5fl •0 . l " • 9 " ., 
t Field Enterprises, 
Int.. 1»70 
Solution of Ytnlerday'a I'unlr 
CRYPTOGRAM      H\ Nathan W. Harris 
It I  It I    I.ASSK    NORTH 
TOHl'SK    PAIN    PLAIN. 
Yesterday's cryptogram: Term "Kawphy" 
phoneUcally make, "coffee." yet has no letter 
has common with it. 
Station schedules program 
to feature radio dramas 
Weather 
The University geography 
department forecasts partly 
cloudy and colder weather 
today with a chance of light 
snow    flurries. Winds 
moderate from west to south- 
west, and colder Wednesday. 
WBGU Radio is currently 
reviving the bygone age of 
radio drama. 
In a new program called 
"The Drama Wheel," plays 
by Euripides, Shakespeare 
and Ibsen, as well as more 
contemporary works, are 
featured in versions especially 
designed for radio. 
WBGU lists highlights 
Today 
9 p.m. NET FESTIVAL: 
"Cinderella." This per- 
formance, especially adapted 
for television, features 
ballerina Veronica Tennant in 
the title role. 
Tomorrow 
8:30 p.m.  BOOK  BEAT: 
The   book    "The   Student 
Revolution" will be featured. 
10 p.m. SOUL: The second 
show In this series, features 
black talent and black ideas. 
Thursday 
8   p.m.    WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW: Analysts 
discuss the news behind the 
headlines in Washington. 
8:30 p.m. NET 
PLAYHOUSE: "The 
Changeling," by Middleton 
and Rowley, will be presented. 
Friday 
8 p.m. NET JOURNAL: "A 
Glimpse of China," a 
sweeping view of Red China's 
regimented society, will be 
presented. 
9 p.m. BGSU WOODWIND 
QUINTET 
Sunday 
8 p.m. THE SHOW: Dick 
Gregory discusses his plat- 
form as the Independent 
candidate in the 1968 
presidential election. 
The show is broadcast 
each Sunday at noon and 8 
p.m. 
Jay Rose, producer of The 
Drama Wheel," said the 
program was inaugurated 
as a public service and a 
cultural experiment. 
Rose said, "I feel that 
good drama has been con- 
fined, in recent years, to 
merely the textbook and the 
large, professional theater." 
"These radio broadcasts 
are an attempt to demonstrate 
what fine drama can be 
presented in the inner theater 
of the mind," said Rose. 
Dr. Yvonne Shafer, 
assistant professor of speech, 
agrees with Rose. 
"I think that is very un- 
fortunate that so much of the 
potential of radio is really lost 
through just playing music 
that people aren't really 
listening to or having talk 
programs that are oc- 
casionally stimulating and 
sometimes J not," said Dr. 
Shafer. 
Dr. Shafer radio plays 
do not lack effectiveness 
because of the missing visual 
aspects of props and facial 
expressions. "I think they can 
do a   lot of things on radio 
drama that cannot be done on 
the stage," she said. 
She said many plays and 
television shows are often 
hampered by high expenses 
for props, lighting and 
background locations which 
can detract from the final 
quality of the production. 
SipplfMtit atsds 
original Notarial 
Who says young people are 
uncertain of their futures? I 
have next year narrowed 
down to 7 possibilities: 
1. U.S. Armed Forces. 
2. CO. alternate service 
3. Canada 
4. Prison 
:
.< Graduate school in the East 
6. Shady Nook Cemetery 
7- None of the above. 
For now, I know I need 
submissions for this month's 
Literary Supplement. Original 
poetry, fiction and art will be 
accepted in 106 University 
Hall, the BG News office. 
That is, unless un- 
dergraduate deferments 
should suddenly be cur- 
tailed...at which point see 1-7 
above. 
^*®fc~ CLaSSIFIED -*«•»•>•• 
The BG News 
lo* University Hall 
Rales I» per line per day. 1 
lines minimum, average of 5 
words per line 
Deadlines* 5 p.m. two days 
before date of publication 
TV BG News reserves the 
right to edit or reject any 
classified advertisement 
placed 
Printed errors which in the 
News' opinion deter from the 
value of the advertisement, 
will be rectified free of charge 
if reported in person within 41 
hours of publication 
LOST AND FOUND 
Umt One ladies tiroes watch 
Contact Barb Matt. 
par package -100 copies from 
each sheet guaranteed call 
3544151 for further in- 
formation 
spring a summer. Call 35J- 
C04 after five 
»onnie, Congrats on going 
Active. Your Uttle Heart Su - 
Sue 
Istt Green VW. Excellent 
Condition. Must sell now. Call 
3U4474 after ft 00 
German   Shepard   puppte   1 
months old Houaroroken S10. 
Co-ed wanted: Free room and 
board, in exchange for baby- 
sitting and light housework 
Stammer and-or fall quarters. 
Transportation essential. For 
interview: ttl-SMS before 
5M J42-S1M evetifcigs. 
Ruth and Cathy. Congrats on 
going active. Phi Mu love. 
Kathy and Sue 
Va tan's for Valentine's 'Day. 
Itt S. Main, Unique, unusual 
gifts for that special someone. 
10   per   cent   reduction   on 
Valentine items. 
Need 1 female roommates 3rd 
qtr   Valentine  Apt.  UHB2. 
PERSONALS 
Baby Owl Cathy. Congrats on 
your engagement with Terry. 
Beatol luck always. I-AT. 
your Roomies. 
Kappa Slgs • DZ's are high for 
the Tom Jones dinner on 
Wednesday 
Go where It's at this spring. 
Go Nassau 
Female roommate needed 
M qtr. N. Gran apts Call 
JM-1IH 
FLYING SPRING BREAK? 
Call American AlrUnosal 1- 
1441,   Sun - Thurs   (.7 pni 
Joyce-Lore that new Phi Delt 
pin. We're so happy for you 
and Dave! In Alpha Chi, your 
My big is Terri Tem-f if ic KD 
love - Gayle 
Furn apt. avail, tor 2 glrla to 
W1144 ea Dororthy J7J,j»T7 
lt-U wk. days 
WKODING BANDS - Philip 
Morton     Contemporary 
Jeweler. Ill W Wooster Open 
14. 74. 
Barb, my new Bib makes the 
■SB araasi, KD km. Little 
Gate 
Needed:   Tickets  tor   10 
game. 3S44M3. 
• no   black kitten 
Topas eyas. No collar. Call 
1 male Roommate needed (or 
X man apartment - now and 
spring and summer quartan 
Write or neat no N Greanview 
George Forget not that the 
earth delights to leel your 
harrteet and the wind longs to 
play with your Hair. Straycat 
Greeks: Get high for the pie- 
eating contest! The Pikes 
Good   Luck   to   the   ADPI 
Beauty. Connie  Dennis. 
Carmedy   Commuter    Is 
Commie Mai. 
Congratulations new actives . 
Alpha Phipledgtl 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
OIALS ■ SALES 
Apartments and rooms for 
mast students across from 
campus  Phone JU-Tjgo 
Ride needed to Ohio 
Unlreratly Friday. Fab. IJth 
Wm Pay far gas   PHe J7J- 
Dclla        Zets pledges 
congratulate our new "Angel" 
Eileen 
Dual 1111 
lyr.oas. 
Naed U. ar 4 man living 
quarters (or spring oaartar 
CuH J7j.|aa» 
Phi Mu WhIMaah. so you're 
really II now 
Congratulations Donna- New 
Angel Flight and Sandy- 
Kappa Sig pinning. Alpha Phi 
pledgu 
Dara-Copy copying film MM   wanted Mala roommate for 
Te my riitaaii of 111. Thanks 
tar everything' Law*   Katlry 
Congratulatlons Sue on your 
larahering     I.   4    1.   Yaur 
MARTHA's     VINEYARD 
summer 1970 student Em- 
ployment Opportunltits. 
Hundreds of Jobs! Detailed 
descriptions Including 
restaurants, hotels, shops. 
SEND 200 APPLIED 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATED. 
Dept. «. P.O. Boat 3KJ3. Maw 
Haven, Conn, ntjs 
leers accelerate 
early in 7-4 win •   % 
By Gary Davis 
Sports Editor 
Falcon icers made a few 
overnight repairs on their 
"starter button" in grabbing 
the finale of a two-game set 
with visiting Ryerson 
Polytechnical Institute. 
Although continuing a 
seven game unbeaten string., 
the Bowling Green skaters 
were able to gain only a 2-2 
draw in overtime in the opener. 
They rolled to an easy 7-4 
win the second night after 
blitzing RPI for a 6-1 lead 
after two periods. 
"We scored early this 
time and it's an all together 
situation," said Falcon 
skipper Jack Vivian, "The 
attitudes change." 
The Falcons attacked the 
visiting Rams with the same 
intensity both nights but the 
second meeting was easily 
more fruitful with a three goal 
first period which all but 
rapped up the ninth BG win of 
the year. 
"Last night (Friday) we 
should have been up 5-1 after 
the first period but we were 
not finishing off our shots," 
said Vivian. 
The reverse was true the 
second time around though as 
BG moved closer to the 500 
mark with a 9-12-4 record, and 
five matches remaining. The 
win stretched the Falcons' 
unbeaten string to eight, 
three of them ties. This was a 
streak that began with a 2-2 
draw against a rough 
Waterloo club. 
The Falcons completely 
dominated the initial quarter 
of play pummeling Ryerson 
goalie John Robertson with 
shots. He was forced to make 
18 stops while BG goal tender 
Paul Galaski was required to 
make only two saves. 
"They are pretty good," 
said Vivian, "This was there 
third game in five days so 
they must have been getting 
tired. Their goal tender last 
night was bordering on the 
fantastic. But this time he let 
three easy ones get by and we 
haven't gotten many cheap 
ones this season." 
Mike Root caught 
Robertson leaning the wrong 
way and slid a long shot in for 
the first of his two goals, this 
one coming at the 359 mark. 
The Ryerson goalie was only 
beginning to recover when a 
slap shot by Dennis Murphy 
found its way to the back of the 
net only 1:47 later. 
Robertson's deflection of 
the shot sent it climbing in 
Galaski takes command 
By Gary Davis 
Sports F,ditor 
Struggling to overcome depth-stripping injuries, a physically 
demanding schedule, and a crippling start, the Falcon hockey 
team has fashioned an eight game unbeaten string. 
Starting with a 2-2 tie against powerful Waterloo, the 
Falcon skaters have added two 'more ties and five wins to 
advance their overall record.to.S-124^  
They have five more chances to salvage a .500 mark for the 
season. 
One solidifying factor in this late season run has been the 
goal work of sophomore Paul Galaski. He is the senior ex- 
perience- wise on the squad but he didn't start the season in the 
goal. Coach Vivian admits looking to Paul for leadership in the 
goal area but the sophomore wasn't taking the role. 
The Falcon coach became surprised even more when Paul 
didn't answer the challenge. So for the first half of the season 
Galaski and Rich Badone shared the net duties and finally 
Vivian called in freshman Terry Miskolczi for service in the 
second game of the Clarkson set. 
"Against Clarkson we had to give the frosh a chance," said 
Vivian, "We gave each one goalie a chance and after that series 
we decided to start all over again and keep trying until we found 
our leader." 
This is where Paul re-entered the picture. 
"He played exceptionally well and we kept on winning, and I 
didn't want to break the winning streak," said Vivian, "He has 
got to play, because he has got the confidence now." 
"The team has indicated they had the confidence in Paul and 
I would be foolish not to stick with him," he added. 
During the eight game streak, the Falcon goalies have 
limited the opposition to 2.1 goals a game. 
WAWft 
93.5 
UNDERGROUND 
Kawasaki 
Sales & Service 
50cc MINIS TO 
500cc MACH   III 
Corner of Rt 109 and 24 
Liberty Center, Ohio 
Phone 533-2155 
WOULD YOU 
LIKE TO 
BECOME A 
MINISTER? 
ORDINATION is without question and for life. 
LEGAL in all 50 states and most foreign countries. 
Perform legal marriages, ordinations, and 
funerals. Receive discounts on some fares. Over 
265,000 ministers have already been ordained. 
Minister's credentials and license sent; an or- 
dainment certificate for framing and an ID card for 
your billfold. We need your help to cover mailing, 
handling, and administration costs. Your generous 
contribution is appreciated. ENCLOSE A FREE 
WILL OFFERING. 
Write to: 
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH 
BOX 8071 
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 
front of the net where he was 
forced to comeback with • 
diving reach. He had it loosely 
in his mit when a RPI 
defender bumped it out and 
into the net. 
He slammed his stick to 
the ice in a fit of disgust but it 
was only a sign of things to 
come as the Falcons never 
lessened the pressure in the 
first two quarters. 
Root finished his scoring 
In the first period curling 
around from behind the net, 
tapping a shot and finally 
scoring on the rebound. 
Ryerson hit on a long rifle 
shot to the right comer but it 
heralded a dry spell in the 
second perod. There wasn't a 
little but a lot of bone crun- 
ching before Bruce Blyth 
christened the period with a 
goal at 9:11 mark. 
He weaved past three 
defenders to the right of the 
goal and crossed a shot back to 
he left corner for the score. 
Pete Badour almost a minute 
later took a cross in the 
middle wheeled and fired a 
point blank shot at Robertson. 
While he scraped the puck 
from the net the Falcons were 
riding a 5-1 cushion. 
Tom Hendrix fired a 
screamer at the net which was 
stopped, but recorded a goal 
when it fell loose from 
Robertson. It slid ever so 
slowly across the line with the 
RPI goalie frantically 
scrambling to corner it. 
Vivian cleared his bench, 
and used some icers for the 
first time this season and the 
pace slackened somewhat in 
the final quarter. 
"We got all our men in," 
he said, "We had no intention 
of running up the score." 
One of those substitutes, 
David Snow was in the 
right place for a goal and a 7-1 
lead. Positioned in front of the 
net, he recorded a goal when 
teammate Tom Snyder drilled 
a shot off of his stick Into the 
goal. 
Ryerson made its most 
noise of the game finishing off 
with three goats; but''the 
Falcons were never In serious 
trouble. 
Score by periods 
BG 3     3     1-7 
RPI        10     3-4 
GOALS, Bowling Green - Root 
(2),     Murphy, Blyth, 
Hendrix, Badour, Snow. 
ASSISTS,  Bowling  Green   - 
Gyles (3), Allen (3), McCosh 
( 2), Blyth, Banghart, Snyder, 
Koniewich, Thompson. 
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BG ties RPI, 2-2 
in weekend opener 
^ - 
I. ™ 
M.wm photo   by Ktrt Bobudor 
BALANCING HIMSELF against an RPI opponent is Falcon left winger 
Mike Root (17) who had a big offensive weekend as BG dealt the visitors 
from Canada a tie and a defeat. Root had two goals in the 7-4 win Satur- 
day afternoon. 
Tankers bow to Western in 
another depth mismatch 
By Jack Carle 
Sporta Writer 
"There's not much you 
can say," commented hockey 
coach Jack Vivian after 
Friday's 2-2 overtime tie with 
Ryerson Polytechnical In- 
stitute. 
No there is not much you 
can say after you out-shot a 
team by eight shots and had 
other numerous chances to put 
the puck in the net and it 
doesn't go in. 
When the game started it 
looked like it was going to be 
the end of Bowling Green's six 
game unbeaten string. 
The scoring was opened 
by RPI with less than two 
minutes gone. Jim Aber- 
crombie brought the puck 
around the net and ticked it in 
past goalie Paul Galaski. 
Paul was starting his seventh 
game in a row. 
The score was tied 1-1 
seven minutes later on a goal 
by Owen Freeman. Mike Root 
went after the puck behind the 
net and centered it in front for 
Freeman who shot It over a 
Ryerson defenseman and a 
sprawling goalie John 
Robertson. 
Freeman during the game 
re-injured his hand when he 
slapped it on the ice. He had 
first injured the hand last 
year at Ohio University but 
coach Vivian indicated that it 
had not bothered him until the 
game Friday. 
The second period was 
marked by sloppy, uninspired 
play by both teams but BG 
was the main offender in the 
sloppy play department. The 
Falcons had several missed 
scoring chances in the period 
but were out-shot by Ryerson. 
With five minutes gone in 
the third period Bowling 
Green moved out to a 2-1 lead 
on a goal ry Rick Thompson. 
The score  was  Thompson's 
By Jim Miller 
Sports Writer 
And for the want of some 
depth, the meet was lost! 
BbwfJrig Green's critical lack 
of depth once again proved the 
undoing of the Falcon 
swimmers. In a total of six 
events Western Michigan 
finished one-two, to push the 
contest out of reach and ice a 
63-41 triumph. 
The Broncos jumped out 
to an early lead by winning the 
medley relay and never 
trailed thereafter. Wayne 
Rose and Bill Zeeb collected 
consecutive firsts for BG in 
the    1000   and   200   yard 
freestyles, but Western 
almost nullified both wins by 
grabbing second and third 
places in both events. This 
resulted in a net pick up of 
only two points for the 
tankers. _ 
Tom Nienhuis made it 
seven straight wins by cap- 
turing the 200 yard backstroke 
in a time of 2:06.7, just a tenth 
of a second off his best per- 
formance of the season. 
Wayne Rose became a double 
winner for the afternoon by 
coming back to take the 200 
yard individual medley with a 
time of 2:11.3. BG's 400 yard 
zL isanello $ 
101 N   K.,„ 
•owkof Onon. OMo 
— FREE Delivery— 
IN OUB POBTA6U OVCNS 
Phone 352-6782. 352-5)67 or 352-5166 
S F.M.        t   A M   D..I,  -   |  A M   M   * fe* 
fit 
Alpha Chi's 
Lovin' 
their new pledges 
SPAGHETTI    AND 
MEATBALLS DINNER 
$1.25 
with 
home-made 
bread 
ALPENHORN ROOM 
119 N. MAIN 
We fix the same car 
everyday; 
If you wont fo do something right you can't hove 
otot on your mind. 
We Only have Vo%twogen on our mind 
Our mtchomct nova gone to Volkswagen 
ichoolf. our ihefvei ore filled with Votiiwogen 
pom, and ovr IOO-I ore especially mode to f«* 
Votfcrwogeni. 
So when tomefhing goei wrong with your Vol*i- 
wogen. why take »' to oiher people who fli other 
con! 
Bring it to ui 
II we've lied li once, we've fixed ii o thovtortd 
New 
LM Le Rkhe, be 
•10 Meie at It. 114 Int 
RSAeWW 
first of the season, coming on 
assists from Pete Badour and 
Gordon McCosh. Thompson 
had been serving a penalty 
and came onto the ice with the 
puck in the BG end of the ice. 
Badour and McCosh got the 
puck out of the BG end to 
Thompson at the blue line. 
He then took the disk and 
broke-away beating goalie 
Robertson for the score. 
For the next five minutes 
the play shifted back and forth 
before before the tying goal 
came at the ten minute mark 
on a Ryerson power play. 
The Falcons had iced the 
puck into their own end but 
RPI's two leading scorers 
went to work. Rick Purdy 
gathered the puck in and then 
passed it from the wing to 
Jocko Thompson who out- 
skated the Bowling Green 
defense. Galaski went down 
when Thompson faked a low 
shot. All Thompson had to do 
then was flip the puck into the 
net over his outstretched 
body. 
The score remained at 2-2 
for the remainder of the third 
periods and all of the 10 
minutes over time. BG had to 
kill four minutes of penalities 
in the overtime. 
"We out pass and out 
skate a team but we don't 
finish off and put the puck in 
the net or we finish off great 
and hit the post or don't finish 
off at all," concluded Vivian 
about the 2-2 tie. 
With the tie BG upped 
their record 8-12-4. 
BG 
RPI 
Score by periods 
1   •    1    • 
ltl* 
-Z 
-2 
GOALS,  Bowling  Green 
Freeman, Thompson. 
ASSISTS,  Bowling  Green 
Root, Badour and McCosh. 
freestyle relay also was 
victorious. The relay, com- 
posed of BiU Zeeb, Tom Wolfe. 
Dick Ball and Tim Youngbluth 
finished in a time    of 3:30.3 
Western Michigan ace 
Ron Marchikic, performed 
as expected. The senior 
garnered top spot in both the 
SO yard freestyle and 200 yard 
breaststroke, as well as taking 
part in the winning 400 yard 
medley relay. 
The loss dropped the 
Falcons to 2-6 on the year, 
with nothing to look forward 
to except a Saturday en- 
counter with once beaten 
Kent. 
CLOTH PATCHES 
PEACE - LOVE - FLAG 
SGT. PEPPERS - OTHERS 
Insures 
24 N. MAIN 
I 
Give your heart \r\ 
^   JEWELRY    -- 
Mako 
Dill Jewelers 
Your Headquarters 
For Valentino Day Gifts 
I    Free Gift 
;*    Wrapping 
?
      Dill 
Jewelers 
I     129 S. Main 
Students, need flyers for 
upcoming elections? Q
^
t 
For fast service come fo 
QUICKPRINT COPY CENTER 
111 S Main Bowling Green Phone 352-5742 
^A    -FEATURING- 
^JW                    • Chir Broiled Steiki 
and Chops 
• Full Course Family 
«4jH                                            Dinner 
12 VARIETIES OF 
^K                                    PANCAKES a WAFFLES 
^                ftfrlt         Open Toei. thm S«t. TiM •« 
^fl               WT                        Soadiyi 7:J«-7 
[NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
■    ■■-♦ v ■ <' 
412 
CLOS 
East Wooiter 
ED MONDAYS 
CONGRATULATIONS 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
PLEDGES- - • -BIGS 
Chuck Candel- -Jim Camaglia 
Harold Schmidt- -Tom Dome r 
Frank Sal vato- -Dave Kniff In 
KenFrato- -Cloyce Kaafman 
John Ryerson- -KenCebbs 
John Kramp- -John Settee 
Rick Charchol- -JohnTelleai 
Jeff Franz- •DaveGerkaa 
Jeff Gary- -LarryPalmer 
Van Cole- -Larry Newmaa 
Den Esber- -DanMcClare 
SteveDarr- -John Gawarock 
AlStasa- -Joke Vale 
JohnCarllsl- -JlmWIdeer 
George Dragovlch- -Tim Straw ■ 
Dan Freeman- -Dave Bucklaad 
Tun Feroo- -JlmCargal 
Scott Gardner- -TillmanKarl 
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Nowi photo by Klrt Bobudor 
MANEUVERING AGAINST AN almost immobile object (Miami's Terry 
Martin) is Falcon center Jim Connelly (dribbling) as Jim Penix (SI) and the 
referee watch him drive the baseline. Hesitancy held back Bowling Green 
most of the night in their first league loss and second league defeat. 
Redskins bury Falcons   71-65 
for a share of second place 
By Gary Davis 
Sports Editor 
It was all going smoothly 
a little bit too smoothly. 
Once beaten and flying 
high after a sound road win, 
Bowling Green had so much 
going for them. A chance to 
eliminate a fellow contender 
with another helping of a 
diversified attack, good 
defense and fine percentage 
shooting. 
Miami, however, brought 
the incentive of a "must win" 
situation and loaded all five 
barrels against the 
Falcons this time. The 
Redskins in dropping BG to a 
4-2 league mark, slammed the 
Falcons against the wall 71-65. 
Tlie sobering realization, 
is stari,igat the league race by 
looking up. 
"We are still in the race, 
two losses doesn't shut us 
out," said coach Bob 
Conibear. "It does put our 
backs against the wall. The 
kids don't feel they're out of it. 
We are just glad to get this 
one out of the way." 
"We  played  poorly,  we 
shot poorly," lamented the 
coach. 
All Bowling Green's well 
padded statistics and soundly 
established phases of play, 
took turns crumbling under 
the pressure of a stingy Miami 
defense and 55 per cent 
shooting accuracy. 
Able to shoot only 32 per 
cent in their first meeting with 
the Falcons, Miami powered 
into the lead behind the double 
figure scoring of four Red- 
skins. They got a double 
punch from guards Gerald 
Sears and Mike Wren with 18 
and 10 points, while Glen 
Pryor (f) and Terry Martin 
<c) added 15 and 13. 
Sears reeled off 14 of those 
points in the first half can- 
ning seven of eight shots from 
the floor behind a "simple" 
double screen. 
"We try to poke around 
every place on our offense," 
said a victorious Tates Locke,. 
"They were taking away 
Martin's chances, which is 
what we were getting the first 
time." 
"The way they were 
playing  Terry,  we   felt  we 
would just poke around," he 
added, "We just found Sears 
early, We have used it 
before, it's just a little 
screen." 
The Falcons countered 
Sears with a double punch 
from Bob Quayle and Jim 
Penix. They finished the first 
half with 11 and 13 points, and 
the game as BG's leading 
scorers. Unfortunately the 
Falcon attack was breaking 
down around them and they 
too tailed off in accuracy as 
the game wore on. 
Dan McLemore and Rich 
Walker, both averaging 17 
points slumped to three and 10 
point outputs. Miami shut off 
the lanes for Dan while Rich 
suffered a frustrating evening 
trying to elude the Redskin 
guards. 
"We took a calculated risk 
in making McLemore play 
outside," said Locke, "The 
first time he killed us, so we 
decided to play him outside." 
Dan, usually the Falcons 
leader under the boards, was 
lield to two before he fouled 
out with 11:14 remaining. 
"Only two rebounds is an 
indication that they had to 
have done a good job on the 
boards," said coach 
Conibear,. "They cut Dan off 
at the baseline and then he 
just quit going to the basket." 
McLemore wasn't alone in 
this   though. 
"We were just too hesitant 
to do anything, to go to work," 
said Conibear. "I guess we 
were waiting for George to do 
it for us and he wasn't in the 
lineup." This George is non- 
existent and so was most of 
the Falcons offensive mobility 
and fluidness. 
"We would make a entry 
and then just stand around," 
he said. "It was not their 
defense that changed us, we 
just had no movement, no 
continuity." 
It became crucial as the 
contest progressed because it 
only facilitated the Redskins 
defensive chore. 
After starting the final 
half even. Miami repeatedly 
took the initiative in mounting 
numerous three and four point 
leads. The Falcons had 
frittered away an equal 
portion of chances to take a 
four point lead before 
surrendering the lead fa 
good at the 2:34 mark. 
Mike  Wren   made  both 
ends of a one-and-one for a 64- 
62 Miami lead. 
The Falcons forced their 
shots in attempting to tie it up 
and Miami skipped ahead 68- 
63 with 1:14 left. The visitors 
finished off with five free 
throws to a few desperate 
jumpers by the Falcons. 
Bowling Green 
Penix 10*26, McLemore 1-1-3, 
Connally 3*6, Walker 2-6-10. 
Quayle 8-2-18, Rodeheffer 1-0- 
2, Totals 25-15*5. 
Miami University (71) 
Pryor 4-7-15, Snyder 2-1-6, 
Martin 5-3-13, Sears 8-2-18, 
Wren 3-4-10, Williams 4*8, 
Dunaip 1-0-2, Totals 27-17-71. 
Score by halves 
BG 
Miami 
34 31-65 
34 37-71 
sporrs 
THE EMOTIONS of Falcon head coach Bob Conibear during • crucial Mid-American   Conference game are mirrored here as Bowling Green was on its way loan unexpected 
loss to Miami Saturday night in Anderson Arena. 
Miami shows off best side 
after some handy alterations 
By Gary Davis 
Sports Editor 
When you get ripped in 
your own backyard, you've 
got to be leary about making 
visits. 
On February 17, Miami 
dropped a 64-59 decision to 
visiting Falcons, who bested 
the Redskins at their own 
game of tight defense and high 
percentage shooting. 
Before they ventured out 
of Millett Hall the Redskins 
equipped themselves with a 
remodeled defense and 
rejuvenated offense. The 
alterations proved very 
adequate for a do-or-die 
situation and a 71-65 Miami 
win. 
"We decided to play a 
containing type defense," said 
Miami coach Tates Ixicke. 
"Usually we pick up a 
team at the 10 second line , 
line, but this time we didn't 
pick them up," he said, We 
wanted to play between them 
and the basket." 
The strategy was most 
noticeable when the Skins 
forced Dan Mcl*more out- 
side. The Falcon forward is a 
roamer but had his favorite, 
the baseline, shut off by the 
visitors. 
"We had enough shots," 
said Falcon coach Bob 
Conibear, "But shooting 
percentage was a big factor 
when you consider attempts 
and those made."The Falcons 
outshot the Skins by 10 but 
canned two less from the field. 
"Penix scored sure, but 
even he didn't play a good 
game," said Conibear, "They 
all missed shots. It was 
probably our poorest per- 
formance to date and we have 
to be a little concerned that 
Miami had a little to do with 
it." 
"Our foul shooting had a 
lot to do with it," said 
Conibear. 
Almost flawless accuracy 
from the line had marked 
previous Falcons victories, 
but they could hit only 15 of 24 
against.Miami 
Both teams began to slow 
down near the end of the first 
half and each responded with 
mental errors on defense. 
Miami ripped off consecutive 
fast breaks while the Falcons 
caught Miami flat-footed for 
some offensive rebounds and 
second efforts. 
"We elected to play a 
passive defense and it has a 
tendency to get us standing 
around," said Locke. 
The big difference for the 
Redskins second time around 
was their ability to convert 
field goals at a blistering 55 
per cent clip. 
"Our offense uas a lot 
more effective this tune, "said 
i/ocke, "We had just spent 
about three games where the 
shots just wouldn't go in the 
hole." 
Miami's patience in 
"poking around" for areas to 
exploit was the chief plus for 
their attack. They utilized a 
double screen to free Gerald 
Sears for eight open shots in 
the first half. Rich Walker 
was assigned to Sears but his 
job wasn't made any easier 
with the precision passes the 
Miami guard was receiving. 
"We didn't contest the 
entry passes," said Conibear, 
"When you do it makes it hard 
to get the ball through. Wren 
we started to cut off these 
passes we made it more dif- 
ficult for them." 
In searching out targets 
Miami found substitutes to 
carry on Sears' first half 
tradition. 
"In the second half we 
found Pryor," said Locke, 
"Martin was also open but we 
didn't take advantage of 
him." The duo finished with 
15 and 13 points, after five 
each in the first half of action. 
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Miami rolled into BG on a 
four game win streak, after a 
Wednesday night clash with 
Marshall. They were crisp 
and almost fresh despite the 
11ml-week tussle. The Falcons 
appeared to have suffered 
some from the week off. 
"It could have affected us," 
said Conibear about the lack 
of a Wednesday game. 
"When you get down near 
the end of the season, you 
almost need that game in 
there. It keeps the cycle 
going. You don't have time to 
think about the next one." 
"Now we are back into it 
(cycle), " said Conibear as 
his charges ready for a road 
trip to Kent State. 
Freshmen miss century 
mark, but top Firelands 
ByJackO'Breza 
Sports Writer 
For the third time this season, BG's freshman basketball 
team failed to reach that magic century mark in the final 
minutes. 
This time the young Falcons had 97 points with about two 
minutes remaining, but had to settle for a 99-71 trouncing of the 
Firelands branch of BGSU. The victory raised their season 
record to 7-1. 
The clock showed no time remaining as Al Russ approached 
the foul line to shoot a two shot foul, one of which would have 
given the freshmen 100 points. He missed the first and the crowd 
moaned in sympathy. The second shot was no better as it hit the 
rim and bounced away. Russ walked from the free throw line 
and put his hands as if tosay "what could I do they Just wouldn't 
go in." 
The young Falcons raced to an early 58-28 half time lead as 
they used a potent fast break offense combined with a pressing 
defense. The second half saw Firelands outscore the BG fresh- 
men 4341. 
"The difference between our scoring in the first half and the 
second was how often we used the fast break," said coach John 
Piper. "The other team controlled the ball on us in the second 
half which meant we had to go to a patterned offense. " 
Dalynn Baden hop was the freshmen's double threat as he 
scored a game high 26 points and pulled down 11 rebounds. Tim 
Perrine was the young Falcons' top rebounder with 12. 
Other BG scorers included Jeff Lessig (17), Jeff Booms (15), 
Perrine (15), Russ (13), Tom Scott (9) and Tom Babik and 
Roger Wilson each with two points. 
The young Falcons shot 47 per cent from the floor while 
Firelands could manage only 32 per cent from the field. At the 
free throw line the freshmen again held a 73-70 per cent ad- 
vantage. In the rebounding department, the young Falcons held 
a 64-50 edge. 
"We had our best defensive effort of the year in the first half 
when we held Firelands to just 28 points," concluded Piper. "I 
w-s especially pleased with the defensive performance of Jeff 
Lessig who hadn't been playing good defense lately, but really 
came through tonight." 
"We've got seven more games left on our schedule," he 
added. "The toughest part of the season is ahead." 
Do you want to start out 
your career doing something important? 
Then you're the kind of 
person we're looking for. 
If you want a job that involves 
important responsibility now—not 
ten years from now-Ford Motor 
Company could be the place for 
you. We encourage initiative, wel- 
come new ideas, and give you 
every opportunity to get ahead. 
The proof? Read what a few of 
our outstanding recent college 
graduates have to say. 
One young engineer from 
Michigan Tech tells us, "It's the 
challenges, the important respon- 
sibilities that make this job so 
exciting." A Harvard Business 
School graduate who made De- 
partment Manager in less than 
five years, claims his experience 
in our Finance Department has 
been like getting an extra post- 
graduate degree. And a young, 
black Financial Analyst from the 
University of Chicago says, "If 
you want to make it, this is the 
place." 
We hear comments like this 
everyday from graduates with 
every kind of educational back- 
ground. People who found the 
challenges and opportunities at 
Ford Motor Company even 
greater than they expected. 
If you want to take the first 
step towards a fulfilling career, 
look into a future with Ford Motor 
Company. See our recruiter when 
he visits your campus ... or con- 
tact Mr. Richard Rosensteel, Col- 
lege Recruiting Department. Ford 
Motor Company, American Road, 
Dearborn. Michigan 48121. An 
equal opportunity employer. 
... has a better idea 
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